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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study was conducted to investigate the persistence of 2,4,6-

trinitrotoluene (TNT) An4 hexahydro-l,3,5-trinitro-l,3,7-triazlne

(RDX) in waste disposal lagoons at Louisiana Army Ammunition Plant.

The waste disposal lagoons are complex environments due to a hetero-

geneous distribution of solid TNT and RDX munitions on the lagoon

sediment surface. These solids serve as a constant input source of

munitions to the lagoon waters through dissolution. Flux rates for

the dissolution of munitions were measured at 1.08 x 10-4 cm sec- 1 for

TNT and 7.75 x 10-5 cm sec-1 for RDX at 250C in the lagoon.

The major loss processes for the transformation of TNT were

phototransformation and biotransformation. A first-order, depth-

independent rate constant for the indirect photolysis of TNT in mid-

March was measured at 4.3 cm d-1 which yields an estimated half-life

of eight days in a body of water 50 cm deep. A major stable TNT

phototransformation product was 2-amino-4,6-dinitrobenzoic acid. Bio-

transformation occurred in the lagoon with a pseudo-first-order rate

constant of O.OlOd- 1 and a second-order rate constant of 8.95 x 10-9

ml cell- d- 1 . The half-life of TNT resulting from biotransformation

was calculated to be 69 days. The major biotransformation products

were 2-amino-4,6-dinitrotoluene and 4-amino-2,6-dinitrotoluene.

The major transformihion process for RDX was found to be pho-

tolysis. RDX transformed with first-order rate constants ranging from

0.016 cm d-1 in winter to 0.076 cm d-1 in summer. The half-life of

RDX was estimated to range from over 2000 days in winter to 456 days

in summer in a lagoon 50 cm deep.

Although photolysis was found to be the major transformation pro-

cess for TNT and RDX, the rate of transformation was slowed due to the

high absorptivity of the lagoon waters, whose absorbpnces ranged from
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3.0 in winter to 9.0 in summer. These high absorbances allow liztle

light to penetrate for a significant distance below the lagoon sur-

I % face. The light absorption, however, heats the lagoon water, thus

"-* accelerating the dissolution process of solid TNT and RDX on the

lagoon sediment surface. Thus, TNT and RDX concentrations in the

lagoon water were found to increase from the winter to the summer

months.

A computer model was constructed to simulate the lagoon environ-

ment. Using the laboratory-developed transformation and dissolution

rate constants, the persistence of TNT and RDX can be estimated as a

function of time from initial inputs of lagoon depth and aqueous and

sediment-surface munition concentrations.
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C V

1. INTRODUCTION

Thn U.S. Army is currently involved in assessing the overall

hazard of munitions-related warer pollutants to aquatic and mammalian

systems. Part of this asse3sment involves the loss and movement

(fate) of militarily unique chemicals when they are discharged into

various aquatic environments. Munitions have been produced and

handled for many years with minimal pollution-abatement controls, but

it has now become important to estimate the environmental persistence

of selected chemicals used in present and past military operations.

Environmental persistence can be estimated through the use of

computer modeling, in which the loss and movement processes as well as

critical environmental parameters can be described by mathematical

equations and approximations. In most environmental situation3 or in

cases of low chemical concentrations, simple first-order or pseudo-

first-order rate expressions and equilibrium constants adequately

deacribe the loss and movement processes. Once the rate and equi-

librium constants are known for the dominant processes, environments

can be simulated under any number uf specified conditions. Thus, it

becomes possible to estimate the concentration of a chemical as a

function of tivae when the chemical is subjected to various environ-

mental stresses. In a previous study (Spanggord et al., 1981), we

applied the modeling concept to munitions-related chemicals in the

Holston River and generated concentration- time-dependent profiles

that allowed the prrdiction of chemical concentrations 20 km from the

discharge point. Actual data on samples taken from the river verified

the applicability of the modeling concept.

On the basis of that expeilence, this study was undertaken to

estimate the persistence of 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT) and hexahydro-

1,3,5-trinitro-l,3,5-triazine (RDX) in disposal lagoon environments.

The lagoon disposal of munitions wastes has been practiced for many
.

. * '
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years and the Army would like to dispose of these lagoons in a safe

manner. The studies reported herein describe the major transport and

transformation processes that affect the persistence of TNT and RDX in

lagoons. We also developed a computerized simulation model to des-

"cribe the loss and movement of these chemicals as a function of time,

concentration, and location in the lagoon.
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II. SITE DESCRIPTION

This investigation covered evaluation of the persistence of TNT

and RDX in the waste disposal lagoons at Louisiana Army Ammunition

Plant (LAAP) in Minden, Louisiana. LAAP is a load, assemble, and pack

facility that generates munitions wastewaters during shell-washout

operations in the loading/unloading process. The wastewaters are

transported by truck to disposal lagoons, where natural evaporation

concentrates the residues.

We conducted a field study at LAAP on December 7-11, 1981. At

• that time, no wastes had been transported to the lagoons since May and

a new carbon-column waste-treatment facility was to be installed prior

to further waste disposal.

The lagoon disposal area at LAAP is outlined in Figure 1. Lagoon

No. 9 was selected for our investigations mainly because it is one of

the larger lagoons and because previous reports had indicated that TNT

and RDX were still being found in the lagoon waters and sediments

(Wentzel, et al., 1981).

Lagoon No. 9 is a nearly square, flat-bottomed reservoir mea-

suring 56.7 m x 52.1 m (186 ft x 171 ft). During the week of December

7-11, 1981, it was filled to a depth of 60 cm (2.0 ft) with a dark

tea-colored water. Water input into the lagoon is from seasonal

rains, and water output is due to seepage and evaporation. Trees and

shrubbery line the lagoon enbankments, but no plant or aquatic life

was evident in the lagoon water.

To bc6in our field study, a tow line was secured across the

middle of the lagoon and the center position was tagged. We used an

Inflatable raft to transport monitoring and sampling equipment to the

center of the lagoon for sample collection and monitoring measure-

ments.

3
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Water samples were collected with a variable-water-depth sample

collector in 50-ml amber glass jars with Teflon-lined caps. We

analyzed these samples on site, using a high-pressure liquid chro-

-. matograph (HPLC). We collected other water samples in 4-liter amber

• glass bottles and transported them by air overnight to SRI for total

=' microbial counts. Sediment samples, removed from the lagoon with a

hand corer, were collected at various locations and transported to SRI

1 for analysis. These samples indicated a heavy clay bottom that was

difficult to penetrate. Except for sorption properties, we did not

evaluate the morphological characteristics of the sediment.

To determine the ability of light to penetrate into the lagoon
water, we placed photochemical "trees" at various depths in the

lagoon. These trees consisted of aluminum rods, cross bars, and flo-

tation supports and were equipped with sealed PNA/PYR* actinometer

solutions attached to the ends of the crossbars. After selected time

intervals, the PNA/PYR tubes were removed from the apparatus, wrapped
in aluminum foil, and transported to SRI for analysis.

Meteorological conditions that were measured periodically at the

site were temperature, pressure, wet and dry bulb temperatures (rela-

tive humidity), and wind velocity. In the lagoon water, we measured

temperature, pH1, and dissolved oxygen. LAAP personnel obtained a

water sample in March 1982. During a second visit to the site on

May 25, 1982, we collected water and sediment samples. In addition,

sample bottles were left with plant personnel to collect samples at

two-week intervals and to mail them to SRI. Depth at the center of

the lagoon was measured during the December visit and again on July

24, 1982, to estimate water loss over an 8-month period. The lagoon

was completely dry in late August.

PNA/PYR, -nitroacetophenone/pyridine, sunlight actinometer developed
at SRI.

5



The yearly meteorological conditions for the lagoon site were

estimated from daily data collected by the Red River experimental

"weather station at Restin, LA, approximately 30 miles east of LAAP.

The data collected at this site include daily maximum and minimum air

and soil temperatures, 24-hour pan-evaporation, and 24-hour precip-

itation. We averaged the data collected from this station for three

years (1979 through 1981) to estimate water balances within the lagoon

at LAAP.

A graphic sketch of Lagoon No. 9 is shown in Figure 2. A

concrete ramp in the southeast corner of the lagoon serves as an

access point for vehicles to dump liquid and solid wastes. Analysis

of sediment samples (Appendix A) collected on May 25, 1982, from a

5 x 5 sectioned matrix of the lagoon showed very high concentrations

of munitions that decreased as a function of distance from the dump

ramp (Figure 2). When the lagoon dried up in late August 1982, pure

munitions compounds were visible on the sediment surface near the

ramp. These solids serve as the primary input source of munitions to

the lagoon waters. The concentration of munitions also decreased as a

function of depth in the sediment. The distribution of munitions in

small sediment cores taken from various locations in the lagoon is

described in Section V.A.4.

Because the lagoon is a highly colored body of water, it absorbs

much of the sunlight energy and converts it to heat, thus establishing

a thermocline in the lagoon water. Temperature fluctuations during

the course of a day are shown in Table I for the bottom, middle, and

surface of the lagoon. Over the nine-month course of this study, the

lagoon temperatures ranged from 10°C in December to 35"C in May and

41.5%C in August. This temperature change affects rates of

dissolution, diffusion, and microbial activity as well as solubility.

The lagoon waters appeared to be well mixed in a vertical

direction, as evidenced by similar concentrations of TNT, RDX, and

dissolved oxygen measured at the surface and at depths of 25 and 50

6
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cm. Horizontal mixing, however, was not complete; concentrations of

TNT and RDX were higher in the south bank waters than those in the

"I center of the lagoon (Table 2). The higher concentrations near the

edge of the lagoon may be the result of the water there being warmer,

which increases the rates of dissolution and diffusion of munitions

from the near-shore sediments relative to bulk diffusion rates in the

main lagoon.
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Table 1

LAGOON WATER TEMPERATURES (°C) FOR THE BOTTOM, MIDDLE,
AND SURFACE ON DECEMBER 9, 1981

Time Bottom (50 cm) Middle (25 cm) Surface (0 cm)

0820 11.6 11.8 11.9

0925 11.6 11.9 12.1

1020 11.8 12.0 14.0

1120 11.7 12.0 13.5

1240 11.7 11.7 14.0

1350 12.0 12.0 16.5

1440 12.0 12.3 17.0

1550 12.0 13.8 16.0
-J~-

Table 2

CONCENTRATIONS OF TNT AND RDX IN WATER AT LAGOON
CENTER AND SOUTHEAST EDGE AS A FUNCTION OF TIME OF DAY

TNT (ppm) RDX (ppm)

Time of D Center Edge Center

0800 8.34 4.81 12.7 12.9

0900 7.11 4.35 13.2 12.5

1000 7.00 4.95 13.6 12.9

1100 7.62 5.02 13.0 13.4

1200 6.80 4.88 12.7 12.6

1300 6.54 4.78 12.9 13.2

1400 7.27 4.99 12.8 12.9

1500 7.28 4.71 12.8 13.2

.9
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III. CHEMICALS IDENTIFIED IN LAGOON NO. 9

Water samples were collected from the lagoon during site visits

in December 1981, May 1982, and July 1982. In addition, samples were

"N• sent to SRI by LAAP personnel at two-week intervals from June 1982
until the lagoon became dry in late August 1982.

The samples were analyzed by HPLC, using direct aqueous injection

of the sample after the addition of an internal standard (3,5-dinitro-

toluene).

The following conditions were employed:

Instrument: Spectra-Physics Model 3500B Liquid Chromatograph

Column: Waters Assoc C1 8 Radial-Pak A

Solvent: 30% B in A to 80% B in A. A - H2 0;

B = methanol/acetonitrile (50/50)

Flow Rate: 2.0 ml min-1

Detection: UV @ 254 rwn

A typical HPLC profile appears in Figure 3. The chemicals

identified in this profile and confirmed by probe-mass spectrometry

were octahydro-l,3,5,7-tetranitro-l,3,5,7-tetrazocine (HMX), RDX,

1,3,5-trinitrobenzene (TNB), 3,5-dinitroaniline (DNA), TNT, 2-amino-

4,6-dinitrotoluene (2-A-4,6-DNT), and 4-amino-2,6-dinitrotoluene

(4-A-2,6-DNT). Concentrations of each chemical in water samples at

various dates are shown in Table 3.

Investigations were also conducted to identify stable munitions-

related chemicals in the lagoon water. A 4 00-ml sample of lagoon

water was extracted with benzene (2 x 400 ml) (benzene fraction) and

ether (2 x 200 ml) (ether I fraction); then the water was acidified to

pHIl with HCU and re-extracted with ether (2 x 200 ml) (ether II

"fraction). Each fraction was dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate and

rotary-evAporated to dryness. The residues were dissolved in a small

amount of ether for chromatographic analysis.

"10
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FIGURE 3 HPLC PROFILE OF LAGOON WATER

(SAMPLED 7/22/82)
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Table 3

CONCENTRATIONS (ppm) OF MUNITIONS FOUND

IN WATER SAMPLES ON VARIOUS DATES

Date

Sampled Day HMX RDX TNB 4-A-2,6-DNT 2-A-4,6-DNT TNT DNA

12/08/81 0 -- 13.2 0.33 1.10 1.50 6.98 1.0

3/15/82 74 2.87 10.9 0.58 -- 1.01 5.49 <0.10

5/25/82 145 3.15 18.3 0.65 0.91 1.33 19.8 0.54

6/09/82 160 4.31 22.4 0.91 2.35 1.33 11.5 0.54

6/23/82 174 4.40 20.9 0.75 2.31 1.39 5.65 0.68

7/07/82 188 5.71 28.9 0.84 0.83 1.48 6.31 0.99

7/22/82 203 4.03 17.1 0.20 0.42 0.77 2.81 0.73

8/04/82 216 6.36 42.1 4.17 0.58 1.37 12.3 0.87

8/20/82 232 6.03 12.6 2.06 0.65 0.83 0.50 0.34

9/03/82 246 5.07 5.6 <0.10 -- 1.16 0.20 <0.10

We identified TNT, 2-amino-4,6-dinitrotoluene, 4 -amino-2,6-

dinitrotoluene, RDX, and trace amounts of 1,3,5-trinitrobenzene and

2,4,6-trinitrobenzyl alcohol by thin-layer chromatographic (TLC)

analysis on silica gel, using benzene as a solvent and an

ethylenediamine/DMSO spray reagent. In the ether I fraction, only one

spot migrated, which coincided with RDX. In the ether II fraction,

several spots were observed close to the origin but could not be

identifed by cochromatography with standards or color development with

the spray reagent.

The ether II fraction was treated with diazomethane and subjected

to HPLC analysis under the following conditions:

Column: Water's C18 Radial Pak A
Solvent: 0-99% methanol in water with a 10 min delay and a

50 min linear gradient

Flow rate: 2.0 ml min-1

Detection: UV @ 254 nm

12
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A typical HPLC chromatogram appears in Figure 4. Components from

the HPLC profile in Figure 4 were collected and evaluated by probe

S- mass spectrometry. The fraction 57.34 component was identified as the

methyl ether of 3,5-dinitrophenol. Fraction 54.31 was tentatively

Identified as methyl 2-hydroxy-4,6-dinitrobenzoic acid, methyl ether

and methyl ester, but could not be confirmed due to the lack of a

reference standard. Fraction 54.31 also contained a component that

was identified as methyl 2-amino-4,6-dinitrobenzoic acid, methyl

ester, and was confirmed by the synthesis of a reference standard in

our laboratory. The other component could not be identified due to

multicomponent spectra and elevated background signals. Fraction

43.50 was identified as methyl 2,4-dinitrobenzoic acid, methyl ester.

Thus, the majority of chemicals .'n the LAAP lagoon water are

related to the photochemical transformation of TNT with the exception

of 2-amino-4,6-dinitrotoluene and 4-amino-2,6-dinitrotoluene, which

arise from microbial sources. Based on the work of Kaplan et al.

(1975), who showed that many of the identified compucents are them result of photochemical processes, Scheme I indicates the probable

route of formation of the identified products.

C.,

NOO NO, N"

~~40,

40,,

•M];•NCOO- C.

Scheme I
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FIGURE 4 HPLC PROFILE OF THE METHYLATED ETHER 11 FRACTION

OF LAGOON WATER
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A key step in this scheme is the series of oxidative-reductive

disproportlonations leading to 2-amino-4,6-dinitrobenzoic acid, as

U .shown in Scheme 1I.

CH2 OH CHO CHO CHO
0O1O N2 0NýANO d~spropor. O2 ,* NH~NOH 02 N # NO 2

NO 2  NO 2  NO 2  NO 2

0' ,( 02 2N CO2 H0 COOH

NO 2  NO 2  NO 2

Sdisprop~or.

CO 2H C02H

02N NH 2 0 2 N NO

NO 2 N2O

Scheme II

All the chemicals identified in the lagoon water were also found

in the sediment. In addition, the explosive, tetryl, was found in the

sediment.

Because 2-amino-4,6-dinitrobenzoic acid appeared to be a major

transformation product in the lagoon water, we developed an HPLC

procedure to monitor this compound. The following conditions were

employed:

Column: 250 mm x 4.6 mm Alltech C1 8 10 Jm
Solvent: 40% B in A + 50 B in A in 10 min after a

5-min hold. A - 0.1M phosphate buffer (pH 7)

with 0.05 M tributylaiuuonium phosphate (TBAP);

B - 0.005 M (TBAP) in methanol.

Flow rate: 1.8 ml min-1

"Detector: UV @ 254 nm

Retention time: 3.62 min

.- •.•15
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A typical chromatographic profile of lagoon water appears in

Figure 5. Lagoon waters that were collected throughout this study

were analyzed for 2-amino-4,6-dinitrobenzoic acid. The results (Table

4) suggest that 2-amino-4,6-dinitrobenzoic acid is a major trans-

formation product in lagoon waters.

The lagoon waters were found to be nearly saturated with

oxygen. Measurements taken with a dissolved oxygen probe during the

December field trip indicated 9.0 ppm 02 at the surface and 8.8 ppm

"near the bottom sediment (50 cm deep). In such a highly aerated

environment, nitrite is readily oxidized. In fact, when the lagoon

water collected in December 1981 was analyzed for nitrite and nitrate

according to the method of Thayer (1979), only nitrate was found (16.7

ppm); the pH of the lagoon waters ranged from 7.3 to 7.8, and the

total dissolved solids concentration was 540 ppm.

Absorbance measurements were obtained at 290 and 400 nrm as indi-

cators of the light-absorbing properties of the lagoon water as a

"function of time of year. These values, reported in Table 5 along

with the measured water volume at the sampling date, indicate that the

UV-absorbing materials are concentrated as the lagoon waters

evaporate, as evidenced by a 3-fold increase In the absorbance between

December and August with the concurrent decrease in volume by a factor

of three over the same period. This has the effect of reducing the

penetrability of light into the lagoon water in the summer months

compared to winter.

I.
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Table 4

LEVELS OF 2-AMINO-4,6-DINITROBENZOIC ACID OBSERVED IN
LAGOON NO. 9 ON VARIOUS SAMPLING DATES

Date of 2-Amino-4,6-Dinitrobenzoic Acid

Sample (mg -1 )

12/18/81 28.9

03/15/82 24.3

03/15/82 24.3

05/25/82 30.7

06/09/82 35.2

06/23/82 43.9

07/07/82 45.5

08/04/82 49.9

08/20/82 45.7

Table 5

ABSORBANCE VALUES OF LAGOON NO.9 WATER AT

290 AND 400 m AT VARIOUS TIMES OF THE YEAR

Date Absorbance (1-cm cell) Lagoon Volume,

of Sample 290 rim 400 nm m3

12/08/81 3.19 1.41 1772

03/15/82 3.21 1.38

06/09/82 4.68 2.01 1270

06/23/82 5.28 2.25

07/07/82 6.09 2.56

08/04/82 9.78 4.27 532

08/20/82 8.62 3.74

09/03/82 9.44 4.21

18
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IV. SITE EVALUATION

On the basis of on-site observations and analysis of the lagoon

waters, transformation products, and sediments, we conclude that the

lagoon is a complex environment governed by chemical inputs that are

dependent on lagoon water temperature and transformation rates, which

in turn are dependent on time of year, natural sensitizers, and depth

at which measurements are made.

Near the dump ramp we found levels of TNT and RDX in the sediment

(15 and 8%, respectively) that were significantly greater than amounts

that would result from sorption alone. This suggested that

particulate munitions were present; in fact, when the lagoon surface

became visible, chunks of pure TNT appeared on the surface sediment.

The percent of munitions in the sediment decreased as a function oO

distance from the dump ramp. Therefore, chemical input to the lagoon

is controlled by diffusion of chemical through the sediment and

dissolution of pure chemicals from the sediment surface to the bulk-

water phase. Because the bottom sediment is a heterogeneous system,

we could only estimate chemical inputs based on limited laboratory

investigations.

Transformation products found in the lagoon suggested that both

biological and photochemical transformations were occurring in the

lagoon (see above). Most of the light is absorbed in the first few

millimeters of the lagoon; consequently, good vertical mixing is

required to renew depleted chemicals as rapidly as they are

transformed. If good mixing is achieved, then a photochemical rate

constant can be estimated as a function of depth. Moreover, because

absorption of the sunlight by the lagoon produces radiant heat, lagoon

water temperature varies widely throughout the year; for example, it

was 10'C in December, 41.5 0 C in July. This increase in temperature

could have a large impact on microbial populations and hence on

19
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bio-transformation rates; in addition, it could accelerate diffusion

and dissolution rates of chemicals from the bottom sediment.

r Estimation of the concentration of a chemical at any particular

time is further complicated by the water balance within the lagoon.

Water enters the lagoon through precipitation and is lost through

evaporation and seepage. Therefore, an understanding of water input

and output rates is an integral part of this fate assessment.

On the basis of the above evaluations, we perceived a number of

processes that were affecting the concentration of chemicals in the

lagoon environment. Processes that would increase concentration of a

chemical in the lagoon water include 1) water evaporation and seepage,

2) dissolution of a pure chemical from the sediment surface, and 3)

diffusion of munitions from the sediment. Processes that would

decrease the concentration in the water include 1) precipitation, 2)

photochemical transformation, and 3) biological transformation. We

therefore performed laboratory investigations of these processes to

provide rate and equilibrium constants that are applicable to the

lagoon environment. From these data, we constructed a computer model

to simulate the processes in the lagoon and compared the simulation

data with actual data obtained for the lagoon.

20
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V. TRANSPORT AND TRANSFORMATION S'VUL'[!S

A. Physical Transport

1. Water Balance

The volume of water in the lagoon is controlled primarily by pre-

cipitation, evaporation, and vertical seepage. Surface runoff or

horizontal seepage was considered to have little impact on the net

volume changes due to the flat bottom and banking of the lagoon.

We created a water-volume balance expression using:

dV
-t p ev - R (1)

where Rp rpA

Raev revA

R - rIA

and r represents precipitation, rev represents evaporation, r, repre-

"sents leaching (all in cm day- 1 ), and A represents the surface area of

the lagoon. Average values of rev and rp were obtained from three

years of weather data (1979-1981) collected by the Red River weather

station near LAAP; these are shown in Table 6. Similar data for 1982

through August are presented in Table 7.

Leaching is usually estimated by a difference determination of

volumes when the volume loss from evaporation is known. During the

December field study we calculated the leaching rate to be 0.17 cm

day-. However, we used this parameter as a variable in the model to

adjust the overall water balance to approximate that observed in the

lagoon.

21
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I " Table 6

AVERAGE MONTHLY PRECIPITATION AND EVAPORATION DATA FROM 1979
THROUGH 1981 AT RED RIVER WEATHER STATION, RESTIN, LA

Precipitation Evaporation
Month (cm/day) (cm/day)

1 0.28 0.13

2 0.30 0.20

3 0.46 0.35

4 0.34 0.45

5 0.61 0.52

6 0.28 0.67

7 0.39 0.69

8 0.12 0.66

"9 0.18 0.50

10 0.44 0.38

11 0.25 0.20

"12 0.16 0.17

Table 7

MONTHLY PRECIPITATION AND EVAPORATION DATA FROM JANUARY 1982
THROUGH AUGUST 1982 AT RED RIVER WEATHER STATION, RESTIN, LA

Precipitation Evaporation
Month (cm/day) (cm/day)

Jan 0.31 0.13

Feb 0.26 0.15

Mar 0.19 0.29

Apr 0.27 0.34

May 0.17 0.59

June 0.22 0.61

July 0.25 0.62

Aug 0.17 0.62
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Using the data in Tables 6 and 7, we plotted the depth of the

lagoon as a function of time of year for various seepage rates (Figure

6). Fiom depth measurements taken at various time points in the

lagoon we found that a seepage rate of 0.12 cm day- 1 gave the best

approximation to the actual depths. This seepage rate projected the

lagoon to go dry on Day 234 (August 22); the lagoon actually went dry

during the following week. We therefore used the depth profile

defined by the 0.12 cm day- seepage rate curve to determine the water

volume on any particular day and to define the depth that was critical

in estimating the magnitude of the photochemical rate constant at any

particular time.

2. TNT and RDX Solubility

The aqueous solubilities of TNT and RDX were determined

separately at 10, 20, and 30*C and simultaneously at 20*C by the

method of May et al. (1978). Briefly, glass beads were coated with

TNT or RDX and packed into a column. Then water was percolated

through the column. After an equilibration period, the concentration

of TNT or RDX was measured in the column effluent. As a check on this

method, the solubilities of TNT and RDX were measured at 20%C by the

method of Campbell (1930), in which the solids are equilibrated with

water in a thermostated bath and filtered. The solubilities using the

two methods are shown in Table 8.

Table 8

SOLUBILITY OF TNT AND RDX IN WATER AT 10, 20, AND 300C

TNT (mg/liter) RDX (mg/liter)
Method .O0 C 20 0 C 30*C 100C 20 0 C 300C

May et al. 67 * 1 104 ± 2 165 * 2 21.9 * 0.3 38.4 ± 0.4 67.0 * 0.8
Campbell 113 ± 8 39 ± 2

23
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Solubilities were measured by the May method first at 100, then

200, then 30°C, and finally again at 10°C. No significant differences

were noted between the two measurements at 10C. The similarity of

the measurements at 10*C demonstrates the repeatability of the method

after equilibrating the column and showed that the column was not

exhausted. Concentration versus flow-rate measurements were made to

check that the saturation capacity of the column had not been

exceeded. Finally, a column containing both RDX and TNT was used to

measure the solubility of one compound in the presence of a saturated

solution of the other compound. Solubilities obtained for RDX and TNT

independently were in agreement within the standard error of the

values for RDX and TNT in the presence of the other compound.

The results of the two methods are in agreement within the error

of each measurement. The Campbell solubility values show a greater

error than those using the May method, perhaps because the Campbell

method requires more handling of the samples.

Because the temperature of the lagoon water ranged from 108 to

41*C, we developed mathematical expressions to use in the computer

modeling to correlate solubility with temperature. These expressions

are shown in Equations 2 and 3:

7 -3860 K -l
S - 5.567 x 10 exp 3 jg ml- ; (2)
TNTT

7 -4795 K. 1
SRDX -4.974 x 10 exp ( T ig ml • (3)

The 'measured and calculated solubility values for TNT and RDX at

10', 20%, and 30*C (283, 293, and 303*K) are shown in Table 9.
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Table 9

MEASURED AND CALCULATED SOLUBILITIES (mg liter'-)
OF TNT AND RDX AT 283, 293, AND 303"K

Water Temperature TNT RDX

(OK) Measured Calculated Measured Calculated

283 67 66.4 21.9 21.8

293 104 105.7 38.4 38.9

303 165 163.3 67 66.7

3. Sediment Sorption

It is generally accepted that adsorption of organics on soils and

sediments usually fits the -mpirical Freundlich isotherm (Equation 4):

C - KC (4)

where CS is the equilibrium concentration on the sediment (jg g-l), Cw

is the equilibrium concentration in the aqueous phase (4g ml-1 - pg

1g-), and K and n are constants. Thus, a plot of the logarithms of C5

versus Cw has a slope of n and an intercept of K. If n is equal to I,

the adsorption isotherm is linear and K is equal to Ks. If pure TNT

and RDX are present, as in the LAAP lagoon, Cw i3 the saturated

concentration regardless of Ca and the Freundlich isotherm may not

hold.

We performed several isotherm measurements and fitted the data to

both the linear (C. - K Cw) and nonlinear (log C. = log K + nlog Cw)

cases. Very high values of K were obtained from the nonlinear
p

equation and were rejected in favor of more reasonable values obtained

from the linear equation. These K values, along with the calculated
p

Koc values (based on a measured organic carbon content of 1.5%),

appear in Table 10.
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Table 10

SORPTION PARTITION COEFFICIENTS FOR TNT AND
RDX IN LAAP LAGOON NO. 9 SEDIMENT

Chemnical K Koc
p __ __ _

TNT 7 1 2 470 k 130

RDX 4 * 7 270 * 470

4. Distribution of TNT and RDX in Sediment Cores

Several core samples were taken throughout the lagoon during the

December 1982 visit to determine the horizontal and vertical distri-

bution of RDX and TNT in the lagoon sediment. A 51-cm core sediment

sample from the southeast corner of the lagoon was cut into 5-cm seg-

ments. Each segment was analyzed for percent TNT, RDX, and dry

sediment. The results are presented in Table 11.

Table 11

SEDIMENT CORE SAMPLE DRY WEIGHT AND PERCENT
TNT AND RDX WEIGHTS

Core Segment
(cm from top) % Dry Weight % TNT3  % RDXa

5 71.5 9.34 12.6

3 - 10 76.8 2.74 1.28

10 - 15 79.4 2.38 0.83

15 - 20 80.3 1.25 0.39

20 - 25 83.2 0.14 0.004

25 - 31 82.8 0.010 0.005

31 - 36 82.3 0.0052 0.0065

36 - 41 82.3 0.0052 0.0065

41 - 46 83.2 0.023 0.029

46 - 51 74.2 0.04 0.04

aBased on dry weight of sediment.
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Saturated sediment is represented by a concentration of >0.60%

for TNT and >0.033% for RDX. Although the TNT and RDX concentrations

10 in the sediment decrease with depth, the data suggest that the amounts

exceed the absorption capacity for TNT and RDX at depths less than

25 cm and greater than 50 cm, respectively. The high amounts of TNT

and RDX in the surface sediments suggest that the sediment is a source

of these munitions in the lagoon water.

To determine the horizontal distribution of TNT and RDX, we took

another set of core samples--three from the southeast (SE) corner and

one each from the northwest (NW), southwest (SW), and northeast (NE)

corners of the lagoon. The cores were about 12 cm in depth and were

cut into i-cm segments, which were extracted and analyzed by HPLC for

their RDX and TNT content. The results are presented in Table 12.

Only the top and bottom three sections of each core were

analyzed. Concentrations of TNT and RDX were highest in the SE cores,

which are near the dump ramp, and they rapidly decrease with depth, as

shown by comparing the top three sections with the bottom three. The

TNT and RDX concentrations in the NW, NE, and SW cores are low and

uniform throughout the core as compared with the SE cores.

5. Mass Transfer Rate From Sediment

The presence of sorbed and solid munitions chemicals in the LAAP

sediment presents a complex problem in establishing the mass transfer

rate of chemicals to the hulk-water phase. The processes that may be
occurring in a sediment pore, described pictorially in Figure 7,

include diffusion, seepage, sorption-desorption equilibria,

transformation, and dissolution of solid munitions. These proceses

can be described mathematically and their sum can be used to compute

the overall mass transfer rate.

Diffusion is generally accepted as a second-order differential

expression relating changes in the chemical concentration in the

sediment (Csw) with respect to depth (z) times a diffusion constant

D1 . Seepage is a first-order differential expression relating

28
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FIGURE 7 LAGOON WATER RESTS ON SEDIMENT
Pond and sediment are considered to be semi-infinite.
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"concentration to depth times a seepage velocity tactor, v. The

sorption-desorption equation was defined in Equation 4. The only

transformation process believed to be occurring in the sediment is

Table 12

TNT AND RDX IN SECTIONED CORES FROM LAAP LAGOON NO. 9

Section Identification

Sample
No. a SE-A SE-B SE-C NW SW NE

TNT (pg g-1)

12 0.05

11 501 6.4 367 0.04 0.55 0.03

10 525 71 38 0.05 0.23 0.1^

9 --- 109 280 0.02 0.08 ---

3 91 0.4 5.5 0.14 0.16 0.009

2 27 1.2 2.9 0.09 0.28 0.03
1 26 0.7 1.4 0.06 0.13 0.05

RDX (Vg g- )

12 0.10

11 89 3.0 88 0.01 0.01 0.02

10 48 22 226 0.02 0.02 0.01

9 -- 51 88 0.01 0.01 ---

3 4.7 0.2 2.1 0.05 0.05 0.001

2 1.3 0.3 0.8 0.05 0.05 0.02

1 1.3 0.3 0.9 0.01 0.01 0.04

aSample 12 is at surface, sample 1 is lowest below surface.
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biotransformation. Because of the high concentrations of munitions in

the sediment, biotransformation is believed to be a zero-order process

(ks) for TNT (see Biotransformation, Section V.C).

To account for the dissolution, we envision solid TNT/RDX dis-

persed homogeneously throughout the sediment. The dissolution rate ofdw
any solid TNT or RDX, •-, can be written as Equation 5:

dv

- kr(Csat - C1) , (5)

where kr is an experimentally determined dissolution coefficient, Csat

is the saturation concentration of the dissolving species in the

liquid phase, and Ci is the actual concentration of the dissolving

species at the solid/liquid interface. If diffusion from the

interface into the surrounding liquid is fast compared to dissolution,

then Ci is approximately equal to the concentration of the dissolved

species in the surrounding liquid. In this limit,

dw
Ft. kr(Csat - Cw) (6)

Therefore, in the sediment, the change in chemical concentration with

ac

time (a-- ) is equal to the sum of the dissolution rate (Equation 6),
•2 •

diffusion rate (D1 -. _-) and seepage rate (- Ow) minus the bio-oaý 1 2 'z

transformation rate (ko, zero-order process in the sediment) and the

amount of chemical that is sorbed to the sediment (K nCs 8 sv or
p sw a )

*This is a standard "concentration driving force" model that has been

adopted by many workers (Wurster and Kildsig, 1965).
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2 sw n-i sw
_.-w kd[C C +D sw2 + v oz - k 0 K pnC sv •tat = dis[sat - sw] I 6z z2 s

(7)

Rearranging Equation 7 yields Equation 8:

2
n- 9 1 sw sw

(1 + KpnCs kd Ca Cs] + DC+ V k
P sw at dis2 sat o**1 2

(8)

where Caw = chemical concentration in the sediment/water phase

Kp a sediment partition coefficient (C. K C )

t "time

D1 a diffusion coefficient in the sedlment/water phase

v - seepage velocity

z a distance from the sediment

ko a zero-order rate constant for biotransformation in
sediment.

Similarly, for the free-water phase, the change in concentration

of a chemical with time can be described by

.JI.#lol
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8 C
a 8- ~[C - + D V+ -

8Z

(9)

where C concentration of chemical in the free-water phase

t time

D2 diffusion coefficient in the free-water phase

v - seepage velocity

Ek - first-order rate expression for the transformation

process.

Solutions to these equations and the assumptions that are used to

arrive at solutions appear in Appendix B. However, laboratory studies

were necessary to determine kdis so that a flux from the lagoon sedi-

ment could be computed.

6. Determination of TNT and RDX Flux Values

for Sediment from LAAP Lagoon No. 9

From the seJiment analyses and the visual observations of pure

TNT and RDX on the .sediment surface, we recognized that the bottom

sediment was the predominant input source of TNT and RDX to the lagoon

waters during the period of our study. Therefore, we designed experi-

ments to determine the flux of these chemicals to the bulk-water

phase.

To determine the fluxes, 460 g of LAAP Lagoon No. 9 sediment

containing 12% TNT and 9% RDX was placed in a 1000-ml beaker (surface

area, 780 cm) equipped with a water-inlet port directly above the

sediment and a water-outlet port near the top of the beaker. The

beaker was wrapped in aluminum foil. Water was pumped into the beaker

from a Milton-Roy precision pump at various flow rates and stirred
slowly with an overhead stirrer. The effluent was collected to verify

total water volumes passing through the beaker. TNT and RDX in the

33
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effluent were monitored until equilibrium values were obtained

"(usually in 3 to 4 days). We calculated the flux, N, from Equation

10:

N A (10)

where C - concentration of chemical at equilibrium

Q - flow rate through the beaker

A - surface area of the sediment.

Values for the fluxes of TNT and RDX at various flow rates are

"shown in Table 13. We would expect that as the flow rate increased,

the concentration of chemical would decrease and the flux would
.p "*.

increase. The changes in concentration between runs A and B for TNT

and B and C for RDX do not follow the proper concentration trend.

Also, the changes in flux between runs D and E for TNT and RDX do not

follow the proper flux trend. These observations cannot be explained

by any mass transfer model; however, we cannot be certain whether any

of the data points are more or less valid than others and must
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allow for the imprecision of the data in our interpretations. A plot

of TNT and RDX flux versus concentration appears in Figure 8.

-- "From this plot and linear least-squares analysis (Appendix B) we

" calculated the TNT flux to be 1.08 x 10-4 cm sec- 1 and the RDX flux to

be 7.75 x 10 -5 cm sec-I in the lagoon. The first-order dissolution

rate constants were calculated to be 1.18 x 10-5 cm sec- 1 for TNT and

1.16 X 10-5 cm sec- 1 for RDX (see Appendix B).

B. Photochemistry

Photochemical transformation of TNT in the lagoon environment was

evident from the identification of photolytic transformation products

and the deep orange-red color of the water that is reminiscent of the

"pink water" at TNT production facilities. Because lagoon water

absorbs all UV light near the surface, the photochemical rate constant

has a depth dependence of the form k' - k /D. Moreover, the value of
P P

k /D also is subject to variations owing to changes in light intensity
p

with changes in cloud cover and season.

1. TNT Photochemical Rate Constant--General Remarks

Usually, photochemical kinetic studies are performed using

solutions that absorb less than 5% of the incident light. The amount

of light absorbed at wavelength X by a solution is given by the Beer-

Lambert Law (Equations 11 and 12):

-AIX ( 10-) , (11)

A - CI + a 1 (12)

where 10 and I% are the incident and absorbed light intensities,

respectively, A is the absorbance, I is the path length of light in

solution, C is the concentration of chemical, C. is the molar absor-

ption coefficient of a chemical at wavelength X, and aX is the
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absorbance of solution without added chemical at wavtlength X in a

1-cm cell. The ax term is useful for characterizing a natural water

because the molar concen,,ation of humic acids and their ex values in

water are difficult to determine. Because Ix is a function of path-

length 1, the value for I% can be calculated for any pathlength in

"solution.

If the solution absorbs less than 2% of the incident light (A <

0.02), Equation 11 takes the form of Equation 13:

I= 2.31 A , (13)

and the rate constant for photolysis, kp, is given by Equation 14:

kp 2.3ýc 10 , (14)

where i is the photolysis reaction quantum yield (Mabey -t al., 1982).

However, if the solution absorbs a significant amount of light

due to some combination of long pathlength and/or large eC or aX

values, then the photolysis rate constant will show a dependence on

pathlength due to attenuation of 10 with increased absorbance, and the

resulting equation for kp is more complicated.

The solar photolysis rate constant kpE for chemicals in aquatic

...-... systems in optically thin solutions (i.e., near the surface) can be

calculated from Equation 15:

k *b$c1 15pE XI , (15)

where b is a unit conversion factor and • values for each

"wavelength interval are summed over the entire solar spectral

"region. If the water has a large aX1 value, Equation 15 becomes more
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complex because the a values decrease as wavelengths become longer,

and therefore longer wavelength light penetrates natural waters to

greater depths than does shorter (more energetic) wavelength light.

Table 14 shows the (aX + cXC) values at selected wavelengths for

the LAAP water collected in December 1981 and the depths at which 99%

of incident light at each wavelength is absorbed. These data clearly

show that light of wavelengths below 500 nm will not penetrate below

the top few centimeters of LAAP water. The absorbance of the water is

almost entirely due to substances other than TNT (a. >> cC);

absorbance of 6 ppm TNT in a 1.0-cm cell is 0.02 AU at 320 run (cX

81, M-1 cm- 1 ), which is negligible comparea to the 2.60 AU measured

for the water at 320 nm.

Table 14

DEPTH FOR 99% ABSORPTION OF LIGHT
OF SPECIFIC WAVELENGTHS FOR LAAP WATER

Wavelength, (aX + EC)a

X, (nm) (cm- 1 ) D_(c)

300 3.32 0.60
320 2.60 0.77
340 2.32 0.86
360 2.10 0.95
380 1.93 1.04
400 1.74 1.15
420 1.47 1.36
440 1.23 1.62
460 0.95 2.11
480 0.74 2.71
505 0.58 3.45
585 0.28 7.04
655 0.07 27.00

aAbsorbance measured in 1.0-cm cell; light
absorr ion is entirely due to substances other
than TNT in the water (see text).
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The TNT photolysis rate constant for use in modeling the fate of

TNT in LAAP water must account for the loss of TNT in the entire vol-

ume of the lagoon. Although the mass of TNT undergoitng photolytic

transformation per unit time is dependent only on light intensity and

spectral distribution entering the water, the rate of change of TNT

concentration is dependent on volume. For photolysis of TNT in solu-

tion out of the photic zone, the rate constant must then be an inverse

function of depth. The theory and validation of the procedure for

estimating the photolysis rate constant in LAAP water where the photic

zone is shallow compared to the total depth of the water are developed

and discussed in the next section.

2. Effect of Depth on Photolysis Rate Constant of TNT

in LAAP Water

To estimate a rate constant for TNT in LAAP water, we have

developed an expression that relates the TNT photolysis rate constant

to lagoon depth (D). This expression is valid only if vertical mixing

in the lagoon is substantially faster than the photolysis rate of TNT

near the surface so that the TNT concentration is the same throughout

the lagoon. The expression also assumes that TNT decomposes by

indirect photolysis; the data in Table 14 clearly show that substances

other than TNT account for the major absorption of light, and our pre-

vious studies have demonstrated that indirect photolysis of TNT in

natural waters is more rapid than direct photolysis (Spanggord et al.,

1981). Light energy is absorbed by substances present in LAAP water

(humic and fulvic acids, TNT reaction products, and other chemical

contaminants in the lagoon water) and is then transferred to or

induces reaction of TNT. TNT reacts even though it does not absorb

light directly.

The proposed mechanism for TNT photolysis is described by

Equations 16 to 19 below:
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S + h +S (16)
U

,k2S S , (17)

.k3,

S + TNT + S + TNT (18)

, k 4
TNT + (M) (products) + (1 - f) (TNT) (19)

where S is the sensitizer, S* and TNT* are excited states, and f is

the fraction of TNT converted to products. The rate of photo-

absorption, R (Equation 16), per unit volume is shown in Equation 20:

R -I A/V I /D , (20)0 o

where Io is the incident light intensity (Einstein's per unit area per

second), A is the exposed surface area, V is the volume of the

container, and D is the average depth.

The quantum yield, *, for TNT loss is defined in Equation 21:

t ts5 k 3 [TNT]f/(k 3 [TNT) + k 2 ) , (21)

where *S* is the quantum yield for production of S*. In dilute

solutions of TNT, where k 2 >> k 3 [TNT],

-=~ k 3 [TNT]f/k 2  • (22)

41a
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The loss rate of TNT can be defined as the TNT quantum yield

times the rate of light absorption of the water body. Then,

" d[TNT]/dt -R - Io k3 [TNT]f/k 2 D , (23)

S" o 8k3 /D

,.':i"d[TNrT]/[TNT] H f~~k/k2D .(24)

On rearrangement and integration,

ln([TNT] /['TNT]) f (k /k t/D k t (25)
0 t o k31 2)St P

and

"k fI(k 3 /k 2 ) s*/D (26)

I and D depend on sky conditions and lagoon geometry, respectively.

D can be calculated for water in a container with vertical si|es and a

horizontal bottom.

By making the substitution k' - Iof(k3/k irto Equation 26,
-"". we obtain Equation 27, which stat:es that k will vary inversely with

depth:

I. .

k V /D *(27)

L.pD p

-' For containers of depth D1 and D2, respectlvely, relative photolysis

rate constants can be calculated from %quation 28:

k D-. • pD D2

k PD (28)
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Using Equation 28, we can calculate the TNT photolysis rate constant

in the lagoon from the sunlight photolysis rate constant measured for

TNT in LAAP water in a shallow container. This is the only practical

way to measure k because TNT in LAAP lagoon water photolyses too
p

slowly in the lagoon or in containers of the same depth for conveniert

a" measurement.

*. 3. Experimental Verification of Equation 27

To demonstrate the validity of Equation 27, we first photolyzed

LAAP water with a constant intensity source in a merry-go-round

apparatua (MrR) to determine the TNT concentretion-time dependence of

Equation 25. If Equation 25 holds, then a first-order plot (ln[TNT]

versus time) will be linear. For these experiments, LAAP water con-

taining 5 ppm TNT was irradiated in 13 x 100-mr borosilicate tubes

with monochromatic light at 313 or 366 nm at room temperature.

The data for these experiments are summarized in Table 15 along

w.'- with data for the same solution in tubes exposed to sunlight on

January 22, 1982.

Table 15

PHOTOLYSIS OF 4.97 ppm TNT IN LAAP
WATER IN AN MCR APPARATUS AND IN SUNLIGHT

Duration of Final TNT

"Experiment Concentration
Light Source (min) (ppm) 103 k0 (mn-I)

313 nm 110 3.29 4.30 * 0.07
366 nm 240 2.34 3.17 * 0.11

"Sunlight 80 2.49 8.51 * 0.23
(Jan. 22)

First-order treatment of these data gave linear plots, as

expected. Similar first-order behavior was observed in all other

experiments.

"-"43.
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We then verified Equations 27 and 28 by irradiating LAAP water in

cylinders of different depths using a solar simulator light source--an

intensity-regulated, 300-watt xenon lamp. Radiation from the lamp was

filtered through water to remove infrared wavelengths and then through

* .•borosilicate glass to remove high-energy UV light. Cylinders were

-. filled to depths of 2.0, 4.2, and 7.0 cm and irradiated from above.

The sides and bottoms of the cylinders were blackened to reduce

reflection and to prevent light from entering through the sides. Data

from these experiments are shown in Table 16.

The observed photolysis rate constants are in the ratio

4.05:1.75:1.0; the expected values are 3.5:2.1:1.0. Stirring had no

"ffect on the photolysis rate constant: when the stirrer was turned

off after 240 min of irradiation of the dish containing 4.2 cm LAAP

water, the rate constant did not change. We conclude that natural

mixing of the LAAP water in our experiments was sufficiently fast to

keep the mixture homogeneous and not allow depletion of TNT in the

"upper irradiated layers, which would slow down the reaction.

-°.

*7
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Table 16

PHOTOLYIS OF 4.97 ppm TNT IN LAMP WATER
AS A FUNCTION OF DEPTH USING A XENON LAMPa

Duration of Water Final TNT
Experiment Depth Concentration

(min) (cm) (ppm) 103 k, (min-)b

236 2.0 1.81 4.21 * 0.49

542 4.2 1.81 1.82 * 0.02

1075 7.0 1.33 1.04 & 0.03

a300-W controlled-current lamp.

br2 - 0.99.

Finally, we exposed LAAP water to sunlight ro measure TNT Tate

constants that could be adjusted for depth. A-t';.ometer solutions of

PNA/PYR were exposed to sunlight In parallel saudler so ý.hat cor-

rections for sky conditior.s could be made (discussed in the next

section). These data permit calculation of the MT' photolysis rate

constant in the LAAP lagoon for any water depth.

To measure the depth-independenc phcotolysis rate constant k' for
p

TNT exposed to sunlight, LAAP water filte'ed through a 0.45-micron

filter was placed in opaque glass cylinders whose tops were exposed to

sunlight on March 12 and 15, 1982. On the first day the container was

filled to a 4.2 cm depth and on the other day the depth was 3.5 cm.

The experimental conditions and results are given in Table 17,

uncorrected for sky conditions.

If we assume that an insignificant amount of TNT photolysis

occurred before the experiment began and after the experiment was

ended on each day, the measured rate constant kp (in m-l) can be

ppreadily converted into a 24-hour day-averaged rate constant (in
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d- 1 ) by multiplying the observed rate constant by the fraction of a

24-hour day that the irradiation period represented. Multiplication

W of the latter by the depth value then gives a value of 3.0 cm d-1

which is the depth-independent rate constant, k, used in Equation 26
"for photolysis of TNT in LAAP water under weather conditions of mid-

March. To obtain a rate constant for a specific depth, k' is divided
P

by the lagoon depth. We must also correct k' for sky conditions
P

during the experiments.

Table 17

SUNLIGHT PHOTOLYSIS OF 4.97 ppm TNT
IN LAAP WATERa'b AND ACTINOMETERS

Date 3-12-82 3-15-82

Time 8:45-16:00 9:40-15:30

Sky Conditions bright, sunny w/ cloudy + hazy,
low clouds windy

Depth, cm 4.2 3.5

Time, min 435 350

p m 1.67 * 0.045 2.51 * 0.041

t 1/2h 6.9 4.6

k d-k (day averaged)c 0.72 0.89
* p

"" k' cm d- 1  3.02 3.12
p

k' cm d 1  4.14 4.27
p
clear sky conditions

aphotolyses monitored using PNA/PYR actinometer [PYR] I

1.25 x 10- M; k (PNA) - 4.8 x 10- m1.

bAll rate constants are uncorrected for sky conditions.

ck (day averaged) was calculated by multiplying the observed
p

photolysis rate constant expressed in units of d- 1 by the
fraction of a 24-hour day that the irradiation represented.
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4. Correction of Measured Rate Constants for Weather Conditions

Sunlight photolysis rate constants are dependent on weather con-

ditions as well as the diurnal and seasonal light intensity and spec-

tral variation. Diurnal and seasonal variations in light intensity

"(in terms of photon flux) and distribution are included in procedures

to calculate direct photolysis rate constants of chemicals in opti-

cally thin solutions (Mill et al., 1982). These rate constants are

estimated for clear-sky conditions and can be calculated as a 24-hour

day-averaged rate constant. Corrections for weather conditions (over-

cast or cloudy cover) must be made using field data; they were per-

formed as follows.

During the LAAP field study and in our outdoor studies at SRI, we

exposed PNA/PYR actinometer solutions to sunlight simultaneously with

our LAAP water/TNT experiments. The photolysis rate constants for

this actinometer are available for clear-sky conditions as a function

of season (Dulin and Mill, 1982). Rate constants calculated for

PNA/PYR, with (PYRJ - 1.25 : 10-3 M , were 4.3 x 10-3 m-1 for January

and 9.6 x 10-3 m-1 for late April [winter and spring season dates,

respectively, using the solar program of Zepp and Cline (1977)]. By

interpolation, we estimate that an average rate constant of about 6.6

x 10- m- would then be expected for photolysis of PNA/PYR in

mid-March. Because the actual rate constant measured for photolysis

of PNA/PYR on both days was 4.8 x 10-3 m- 1 , or 0.73 of that expected

for clear-sky condition, we conclude that 73% of the clear-sky irrad-

lance was available during our experiments with LAAP water.

The measured rate constant, k', should therefore be divided by

0.73 to obtain the clear-sky rate constant. The depth-dependent rate

constant for photolysis of TNT in LAAP water in mid-March under clear-

sky conditions is 3.1/0.73 4.3 cm d-1. For LAAP water of 50-cm

depth, the rate constant of 8.6 x 10-2 d- 1 corresponds to a half-life

of 8 days.

I'4
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The above calculations assume that the 0.73 weather correction

factor, iv' obtained from the actinometer experiment, applies to light

that induces photolysis of TNT in LAAP water. Although we know that

this assumption is not strictly correct, it is sufficiently accurate

for estimating environmental photolysis rate constants of chemicals

that absorb in the same region of the spectrum. The assumption may

not hold in the case of LAAP water where light absorption by products

occurs into the visible region.

5. Effect of Time of Year on Photochemical Rate Constant
of TNT in LAAP Water

Because concentrations of TNT were found to persist in the LAAP

water at all times of year, in part due to dissolution of TNT out of

the sediments (see Section V.A.5), modeling of the fate of TNT in the

pond water required information on how the photolysis rate constant of

TNT in the water will vary with the time of year (i.e., seasonal rate

constants are needed). Equation 25 shows that the photolysis rate

constant of TNT is seen to be a function of the incident light inten-

sity and the reaction quantum yield, 0. Although we have no infor-

mation on the rate of photolysis of TNT in LAAP water as a function of

season, the relative rate constants for different times of the year

can be calculated if we assume that L% values of Mabey et al. (1982)

are useful approximations of Ix. Then

ELx

kPE(1)/kpE( 2 ) E -X2 (29)

where 1 and 2 denote different times of the year. This expression

assumes that the quantum yield for photolysis of TNT in LAAP water is

the same at all seasons. Use of Lx values to estimate the Ix values
for this calculation is not strictly correct because Lx values are

day-averaged photon flux values for light passing through optically

thin water, and therefore they are corrected for path length and the
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refractive index of water. The actual flux values that should be used

in the calculation are the flux values incident on the surface of the

water with no path length correction because all light is absorbed by

the water. This flux is referred to as WX by Zepp and Cline (1977),

"However, since the day-averaged analogs of W) are not known, we have

used the Lk valueb as approximations of the lk values needed for the

calculation; comparison of Wx and Zx values listed by Zepp and Cline

for the season dates at 40* latitude indicates that the flux values

corrected for path length are larger than the uncorrected values by

10-20% over a wide wavelength range.

The calculation of the relative photolysis rates of TNT in LAAP

water also requires the knowledge or an assumption that the absorption

of light above a certain wavelength will not photolyze TNT due to

energy limitations. Therefore, we used several wavelength-cutoff reg-

ions to calculate the ratio in Equation 28 for the summer and winter

solstices and the ratio for the September and March dates during which

outdoor experiments were performed (Table 18). The data in the table

show that photolysis of TNT in LAAP water will vary by a factor of

*• about 3 between winter and sunmer seasons if only sunlight variations

are considered; as discussed in other sections, the depth of the

water, weather conditions, and possible changes in the nature of the

lagoon water itself (absorbance and sensitizing abilities) will also

affect the photolysis rates of TNT in the LAAP water throughout the

year.

. 4
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Table 18

VARIATION IN TNT PHOTOLYSIS RATES
IN LAAP WATER AS A FUNCTION OF TIME OF YEARa

EdaL /E cL

Wavelengthb Summer season Septemberd

Cutoff Winter season March

400 is 3.3 1.8

500 nm 2.9 1.8

600 rm 2.8 1,8

aCalculated using a% values for LAAP water

collected in July.

b and L values above this wavelength

not used in calculation of rate constant ratio.

CLX value used for summer and winter solstices

at 400 latitude.

dL values used were interpolated between

season dates.
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S. UV-Visible Spectra of LAAP Water

As discussed above, the photic zone of the December LAAP water

was thin (1-2 cm) compared to the total depth of the water (460 cm)

measured during the December site visit. In subsequent trips in May

and July we found that the water depth was decreasing; therefore the

absorption spectrum of the water was measured before use in our

experiments. The UV spectrum of LAAP water in December is shown in

Figure 9. The spectrum of the May LAAP water was nearly the same as

that of the December water, whereas the absorption coefficients of

July water were 1.7 to 1.5 times greater than those of the December

water (Table 19). From the information and analyses obtained in our

field and laboratory studies, it is impossible to determine how the

constituents of the water affecting the UV spectra changed as a fun-

ction of the time of year, although it is clear that the factor of

1.5-1.7 shown in Table 19 is less than a 3-fold increase expected from

a simple concentration effect, considering that the water depth of -60

Kcm in December decreased to approximately 18 cm in July.

Table 19

ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTa OF DECEMBER AND JULY
LAAP WATERS AT SELECTED WAVELENGTHS

ak, cm- a (July)

X nm Dec LAAP July LAAP a. (Dee)

300 3.38 5.82 1.72

400 1.76 3.02 1.72

500 0.66 1.06 1.62

600 0.22 0.34 1.53

aAbsorbance of the natural water in a 1.0-cm cell.
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1.20 12-15-81

L 220 = 1.252 L 460 = 0.09664
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FIGURE 9 ABSORPTION SPECTRUM FOR LAGOON 9, SITE 1 WATER, FILTERED,
0.1-cm CELL
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7. Experimental Studies of the Photolysis of TNT in LAAP Water

The photolysis of TNT was studied in different LAAP water samples

collected during the field trips in December 1981, May 1982, and July

1982; no additional TNT was added to t'lese samples for our experi-

ments. The finding that the character of the lagoon itself and the

LAAP water were different on each visit (see Section IV) required that

photolysis of TNT be studied in each water so as to obtain the most

relevant rate constant data that could be used in the lagoon-modeling

efforts. The results from the several studies are summarized in Table

20. The studies are listed in the chronological order in which they

were performed.

The rationale for the sequence is as follows. The studies in

March (Expts. 2-4) using the December LAAP water were conducted after

the effect of depth on the photolysis rate constant was found to be

important (see Section V.B.3). In the late summer, Experiments 6 and

7 were conducted simultaneously using the December and July waters

after it was found that the TNT rate constant measured in the July

LAAP water in Septerber (Expt. 5) was nearly the same as that measured

in March (Expt. 3), which was unexpected because photolysis rates are

more rapid in summer than in spring (see Section V.B.5). When these

experiments showed that the photolysis rates of TNT were different in

the two waters at the same time of year, Experiments 8-10 were

conducted in which the absorbances of December, May, and July waters

were made the same by dilution; the intent of these experiments was to

determine whether the absorbances of waters were somehow responsible

for the different rate constants observed, or whether the ability of

the individual waters to promote TNT photolysis were indeed different

among the water samples after allowing for the different

absorbances. Unfortunately, the error in the measured rate constants

is too large to clearly distinguish between the two effects.

From the data presented in Table 20, several conclusions can be

offered that are important in estimating the photolysis rate constants

of TNT in LAAP water. On the basis of the results of Experiments
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8-10, the ability of the LAAP water to promote photolysis of TNT

appears to be the same per unit absorbance of the water, although

because of the error in the rate constant data, we cannot entirely

rule out the possibility that the difference in the rate constants in

Experiments 6 and 7 is not due to a slight effect of the concentration

of natural substances, as would be observed by their absorbances.

-'.•
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The data in Table 20 also show that the photolysis rate constant for

_ TNT in the LAAP waters is independent of TNT concentration, as would

be expected if the photolysis of TNT were a first-order process

(Equation 26). However, we have insufficient daca with which to

evaluate the effect of changes in the properties of the lagoon water

on the photolysis rate constant.

8. RDX Photolysis Rate Constant

Concurrent with the TNT studies, we performed calculations to

estimate the RDX photolysis rate constant. The rate of RDX photolysts

can be described by Equation 30 for wavelength X:

dC - lO-( + 10) X XC

dt D(a + E C)

where D depth (cm)

Io X = incident light intensity

tk - absorptl•ity of the water

X - molar absorptivity coefficient for RDY at X

I solution path length

In LAAP water, a% >> eXC. Therefore, Equation 30 above reduces

to Equation 31:

dC *ox (l - 10- X )eXc

- dt Dax (31)

Since the exponential function 10-X is also very small compared to 1

in waters where aX is large, Equation 31 reduces to Equation 32:

4C ýI ok eX C

t (32)I t Da
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Integration of Equation 32 gives a first-order rate expression where

k is equal to the expression shiwn below at wavelength X:

ox X
k (33pX Da (33)

X

The environmental rate constant can now be summed over all wavelengths

in the solar spectral region and the photochemical rate constant can

be described as shown in Equation 34:

kpE Da (34)
pX

Using the molar absorptivity values measured for RDX from 299 nm

(c 164) to 400 nm (c - 0.02), the absorptivity of the LAAP water

(ak) over the same spectral range, and the quantum yield (• - 0.16),

we calculated the photochemical rate constant (kpE) at various depths

of the LAAP water using a modified version (GC SOLAR) of the computer

program developed by Zepp and Cline (1977) for calculating the inten-

sity of ultra-violet radiation (297.5-380 nm) reaching the earth's

surface as a function of time of day, longitude, latitude, and sea-

son. These data are shown in Table 21 for the four seasons. Also

shown are the depth independent rate constants for RDX compuced for

LAAP waters collected in December and July. From the rate constants

shown in parentheses, a comparison of the seasonal effects on photo-

lysis can be made; however, these values are not environmentally

revelant due to changes in the water's composition as a function of

time of year.
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Table 21

PHOTOCHEMICAL RATE CONSTANTS FOR RDX

IN LAAP WATERS AS A FUNCTION OF SEASON AND DEPTH

Rate Constant (x10 3 d-1) in

"July LAAP Water

Depth (cm) Fall Winter Spring Summer

Surfacea 390 200 710 930
15 2.0 1.0 3.8 5.0

30 1.0 0.52 1.9 2.5
60 0.51 0.26 0.95 1.3
"90 0.34 0.17 0.63 0.83
Depth Independent Rate (30) (16) (56) 76

"Constant (cm d- 1 ) in July LAAP ............

W a t e r b . . .. . .. . .. . .

Depth Independent Rate (39) 19 (75) (101)
Constant (cm d- 1 ) in December ......... ...LAAP waterb ..........

aRate constant at surface not used

bRate constants in ( ) are for comparison of seasonal

"effects on photolysts and are not environmentally relevant.
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The above calculations showed that the light intensity for a par-

ticular LAAP water changed by a factor of five going from wtnter to

summer months. The depth-independent rate constant, however, changed

by only a factor of three due to thc greater absorptivity of the LAAP

water in the summer (ax = 9.0 at 300 na,) than in the winter (aX - 3.0

at 300 nm).

To determine how well the calculated depth-independent rate con-

stant compared to a measured value, we performed an KDX sunlight

photolysis experiment in a 19 x 3-cm wide crystallizing dish (darkened

on sides and bottom) over a seven-day period (starting 9/18/82) using

lagoon water collected on 24 July 1982 and filtered through a 0.25-um

filter. A plot of In RDX versus time gave a straight line, from which

a first-order rate constant (slope) was calculated to be 4.77 x 10-5

min- 1 . In the same experiment, TNT photolyzed with a pseudo-first-

order rate constant of 2.4 * 0.3 x 10- min-, or approximately 50

times faster than RDX. The depth independent rate constant was cal-

culated to be 0.20 cm day-1.

This value is about three times larger than the calculated value

for July LAAP water. Using the GC SOLAR program, we calculated the

RDX photolysis ratp eonstant in pure water to be 2.0 cm AayI during

the summer, which is in good agreement with an experimental value of

2.2 cm day- 1 measured in the summer. Therefore, the differences in

the measured and calculated photolysis rate constants for LAAP water

could be due to sensitization reactions that are not understood at

this time. For the modeling study, we used the measured rate constant
in LAAP water corrected by the light intensity factors for the various

3easons.

C. Biotransformation

1. Bacterial Count

The identification of aminodinitrotoluenes in the lagoon water

suggested that biotransformation was occurring in the lagoon water and
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sediment. To obtain an indication of aerobic and anerobic microbial

_..' populations in the lagoon and sediment, bacterial plate counts were

S" performed on waters and sediment collected during the December field

- . study. In the lagoon water (Table 22), the aerobic bacterial counts

averaged 1.7 x 106 CFU ml-I and the anaerobic bacteria averaged 1.7 x

SCFU ml. In the sediment (Table 23), the averages were 1.1 x 107

CFU ml-I for the aerobic bacteria and 1.5 x 105 CFU ml- 1 for the anae-

robic bacteria.

Table 22

TOTAL AEROBIC AND ANEROBIC BACTERIA
IN LAGOON 9 WATER COLLECTED IN DECEMBER

Sample Aerobic Bacjeria Anaerobic Ba teria
Site (CFU ml-) (CFU ml-)

"1 1.6 x 106 2.9 x 103

2 1.8 x 106 1.1 x 103

3 1.7 x 106 0.48 x 103

4 1.7 x 106 2.2 x 103

Table 23

TOTAL AEROBIC AND ANAEROBIC BACTERIA
IN LAGOON 9 SEDIMENT COLLECTED IN DECEMBER

Sample Aerobic Bacteria Anaerobic Bacteria
Site (CFU ml- 1 ) (CFU ml-1)

1 0.51 x 07 1.4 x 105

I. 1.4 x I07 1.9 x 105

3 0.76 x 107 0.71 x I05
4 1.9 x 107 2.0 - 105

The tea-colored water and :?Iiment contained unexpectedly high

numbers of aerobic bacteria. The numbers of anaerobic bacteria were

substantially smaller, reflecting the high dissolved-oxygen content (7
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to 8 ppm) of the water in the winter. Total aerobic bacteria in a
water sample collected on 25 Hay 1982 averaged 1.9 x 106 CFU ml-1 .

A lagoon water sample collected on 24 July 1982 was also

evaluated for viable cells by bacterial plate counting. Because the

lagoon water temperature had risen above 350C, plates were incubated

at 37*C and 25*C. The number of bacterial colonies formed at each

temperature is shown in Table 24. These results indicate that more

bacteria will grow at 25%C than at 37°C. However, the bacteria that

do not grow at 37%C are still viable.

Table 24

BACTERIAL PLATE COUNT OF LAAP LAGOON WATER
COLLECTED IN JULY

Incubation Average Colonies Formed

Temperature (CFU ml-I)

25C 2.60 x 106

37C 1.19 x 106
I.

These counts do not differ significantly from those found in

"December 1981 and May 1982, thus suggesting that the microbial pop-

ulation within the lagoon remains fairly constant although populations

of specific organisms may change.

2. Biotransformation Screening Tests

Because of the presence of substantial microbial populations in

the water, we initiated screening tests for the biotransformation of

TNT and RDX in lagoon water under aerobic and anaerobic conditions.

Lagoon waters from the four sites (north, south, east and west

quadrants) were mixed in equal parts and three preparations of 2-liter

samples were each placed in 4-liter bottles. The three preparations
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were 1) water alone, 2) water plus 50 ppm sterile yeast extract, and

3) water plus 1% dry weight of bottom sediment. For the anaerobic

incubation, 1 liter of each of the above solutions was placed in a 1-

liter Erlenmeyer flask, which was flushed with N2 gas and sealed with

a rubber stopper. Flushing with N2 gas was repeated after each sam-

pling. The samples were analyzed periodically for total organic car-

bon (TOC), TNT, and RDX. The initial concentrations were 75 ppm TOC,

5.0 ppm TNT, and 13.0 ppm RDX. No additional TNT or RDX was added to

the water.

C1. Aerobic TNT Biotransformation

After I day of incubation, the bacterial population in the lagoon

water under aerobic conditions increased slightly to 3 x 106 CFU ml-,

then gradually decreased to 1.2 x 106 CFU wl-I after 16 days of incu-

bation, and remained constant at 1.1 x 16 CFU ml" from 34 days to

70 days. The TOC remained constant (75 ppm) over this period.

In the lagoon water alone, the TNT concentration slowly decreased

from 5 ppm to 2 ppm over 90 days of incubation (Figure 10). The

transformation followed first-order kinetics. The pseudo-first-order

rate constant was calculated to be 4.1 x 10- hr-1 , and the second-

order rate constant was calculated to be 3.7 x 10-10 ml cell-I hr-1,

based on microbial counts of 1.1 x 106 CFU ml- 1 .

The addition of yeast extract to the lagoon water accelerated the

transformation rate by increasing the microbial population. The

microbial count increased from 0.3 to 1.6 x 107 CFU ml-I after one day

of incubation. However, it decreased rapidly to 1.6 x 106 CFU m1-1

after 16 days, and the transformation rate also decreased. The rate

accelerated again when yeast extract was added at Day 41 (Figure 10).

In the lagoon water with added sediment, the total concentration

of TNT increased to 74 ppm because the bottom sediment contained large

amounts of solid TNT. Total TNT in this, water decreased from 74 ppm

to 59 ppm during the 90 days of incubation in a similar fashion to
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that observed in lagoon water alone. Bacterial counts averaged 3 x

106 CFU m1- 1 in the water-sediment mixture.

b. Anaerobic TNT Biotransformation

Under anaerobic conditions in the lagoon water alone, TNT was

transformed at a slower rate than under aerobic conditions (Figure

11). This may be a result of a lower population of anaerobic micro-
organisms. The pseudo-first-order rate constant was calculated to be

1.6 x 10-4 hr-1 .

The addition of yeast extract to the water also accelerated the

disappearance of TNT. Yeast extract was added at Day 0, Day 41, and

Day 76; there was a significant drop in TNT concentration after each

addition.
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In the sediment-added lagoon water, TNT decreased from 74 ppm to

57 ppm during 76 days of incubation. Therefore, it appears that ana-

erobic biotransformations in anaerobic waters are similar to the aer-

obic biotransformation of TNT.

c. Aerobic TNT Biotransformation at High and Low

Concentrations of TNT

The biotransformation of TNT was investigated at high and low

concentrations of TNT and in the presence of a high microbial pop-

ulation. The lagoon water (stored at < 10°C) was exposed to room

temperature for one week, centrifuged, and resuspended in one-tenth of

the volume of lagoon water in two bottles. Pure TNT was added to one

bottle to bring the aqueous concentration to -50 ppm without changing

the other chemical components of the lagoon water. The other bottle

contained the original TNT concentration of lagoon water (4.2 ppm).

The average bacterial counts in these waters were originally 7.8 x 106

CF"J ml 1-, but they decreased to 4.0 x 106 CFU ml1- after 25 days of

"incubation.

The TNT in the water with a low concentration of TNT transformed

with a pseudo-first-order rate constant of 1.9 x 10-3 hr- 1 (4.6 x 10-2

day- 1 ; correlation coefficient, r 2 - 0.98). The second-order rate

constant was calculated to be 3.2 x 10-10 ml cell- hr- 1 (7.7 x 10-9

ml cell-i day- 1 ), based on a median bacterial count of 6.0 x 106 CFU

ml- 1 . This rate constant is close to that observed in the original

water (3.7 x 10-10 ml cell-1 hr-1 ).

The TNT in the water with a high concentration of TNT decreased

from 48 ppm to 33 ppm in 25 days. If the data are treated as pseudo-

first-order, the rate constant, calculated by a least-squares method,

is 6.3 x 10-4 hr- (1.5 x 10-2 day-'; r 2 - 0.95). This rate constant

is only one-third of that observed in the water with a low TNT con-

centration. If the data are treated as following zero-order kinetics,

which is expected for high chemical substrate biotransformation, the

zero-order rate constant is 2.5 x 10-2 ppm hr- 1 (6.0 x 10-1 ppm day- 1 ;
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r 0.96). Because the correlation coefficients are nearly equal,

more data points are required to prove the zero-order kinetic

behavi.or. However, since the calculated pseudo-first-order rate

constant is much lower than that observed in the low-TNT-concentration

experiment, a zero-order kinetic process may better describe the

transformation rate at high TNT concentrations (such as water in the

sediment). The calculated rate constant for 6 x 106 cell ml-I is 4.1

x l0- ppm cell"! hr- 1 (9.8 x 10-8 ppm cell-1 day- 1 ).

d. TNT Metabolities

During the laboratory biotransformation study of TNT in lagoon

water, we observed that the concentrations of 2-amino-4,6-dinitro-

toluene (2-A-4,6-DNT) and 4-amino-2,6-dinitrotoluene (4-A-2,6-DNT)

remained nearly constant throughout the study. To investigate whether

2-A-4,6-DNT and 4-A-2,6-DNT are products of lagoon water biotrans-

formation, we centrifuged lagoon water and resuspended the pre-

cipitate-containing microorganisms in 1/20th the volume of lagoon

water. Ring-labeled 14C-TNr (1.0 pCi in 50 ml) and unlabeled TNT

(final concentration 40 ppm) were added to the water and the water was

incubated in the dark.

After 3 days and 19 days of incubation, the water was extracted

with ethyl acetate, then acidified to pH 2, and re-extracted with

ethyl acetate. In the 3-day sample, more than 90% of the radio-

activity was found in the neutral friction. The extracts were dried,

concentrated, and chromatographed by TLC using silicia gel plates and

chloroform as the developing solvent. The plates were analyzed by

radioautography. Most of the activity was associated with TNT;

however, radioactive 2-A-4,6-DNT and 4-A-2,6-DNT were produced and

identified by their yellow color and by co-chromatography against

authentic standards.

In the 19-day sample, the distribution of the radioactivity among

the neutral, the acid extract, and the remaining aqueous phase was
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80%, 16%, and 4%, respectively. The radioautograph-TLC plate deve-

loped in chloroform, in benzene:ethyl acetate:acetic acid (6:3:1), and

S" in chloroform:methanol (6:1) solvent systems showed the major activity

"at spots with Rf values corresponding to TNT, 4-amino-2,6-dinitro-

toluene, and 2-amino-4,6-dinitrotoluene (Figure 12). The activity at

spots corresponding to 2,4-diamino-6-nitrotoluene and 2,6-diamino- 4 -

nitrotoluene were insignificant. Several minor spots with weak

activity had Rf values similar to those for trinitrobenzyl alcohol and

trinitrobenzaldehyde. However, further identification is needed. The

acid extract showed several radioactive components with low Rf values.

m
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Chloroform Benzene:ethyl acetate:acetic acid Chloroform:methanol
"(6:3:1) (6:1)

2 2

1 1
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40* "03 610
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LA-7934-37

FIGURE 12 RADIOAUTOGRAPH OF THIN-LAYER CHROMATOGRAM OF TNT
METABOLITES IN LAGOON WATER AFTER 19 DAYS OF INCUBATION

Samples: N = neutral extract; A = acidic extract; r - reference chemicals.

Compounds: 1 a TNT; 2 = 2,2'.6.6'-tetranitro-4-azoxytoluene; 3 a 4-amino-

2,8-dinitrotoluene; 4 a 2-amino-4,6-dinitrotoluene; 5 - 2,6-
dinitroaniline; 6 = 2,4-dinitroaniline; 7 = trinitrobenzyl
alcohol; 8 = 'rinitrobenzaldehyde; 9 1,3,5-trinitrobenztne;

10 * picric acid.
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The extracts were streaked on preparative TLC plates. Several

unknown compound spots were scraped from the plate and subjected to

* probe mass spectrometric analysis; however, they could not be iden-

tified because of large amounts of interfering phthalates and binders

"" from the TLC plates.

On the basis of this study, we conclude that the formation of

aminodinitrotoluenes in lagoon water is the result of microbial

processes.

e. Biological Oxygen Demand of the Lagoon Water

The biological oxygen demand of the LAAP lagoon water was mea-

sured as an indicator of the oxygen-utilization rate of the mic-

robes. The refrigerated lagoon water was left at room temperature

overnight, then shaken to saturate the water with air, and poured into

four biological oxygen demand (BOD) test bottles, which were then

-'" incubated at 20%C in the dark. The dissolved oxygen (DO) concen-

* tration was monitored with a DO meter after 0, 3, 5, 7, and 10 days of

incubation. Thu DO decreased at each sampling point, yielding a

first-order rate constant of 9.6 x 10-z day- 1 . We therefore expect

that in the LAAP lagoon (DO - 8 ppm) the microbes will use oxygen at a

rate of 0.77 ppm day-1.

f. RDX Aerobic Biotransformation

The original concentration of RDX in the lagoon water was 13

"ppm. No loss of RDX was observed during the aerobic experiment--

"whether RDX was in the lagoon water alone, with added yeast extract,

or with 1% of bottom sediment (Figure 10). Therefore, it appears that

"RDX is biologically persistent in the lagoon w.iter upd-er aerobic con-

Sdit ionq.
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g. RDX Anaerobic Biotransformation

Under anaerobic conditions, no change in RDX concentration was

observed in the lagoon water alone or in water plus sediment. RDX (13

ppm) in lagoon water with 50 ppm of added yeast extract did not show

any loss of RDX after 46 days. An additional 50 ppm of yeast extract

was added on Day 46 and 100 ppm on Day 76. After 83 days of incu-

fI bation, the RDX concentration remained at 13 ppm and then dropped to

2.9 ppm at Day 90 and 1.4 ppm at Day 92. t-rhaps the repeated

addition of yeast extract acclimated RDX-utilizing organisms.

On Day 92, the microorganisms in the lagoon water were inoculated

into basal salts medium (BSM) plus 500 ppm of yeast extract and 9.1

ppm of RDX. The RDX concentration decreased to 0.6 ppm after 5 days

of anaerobic incubation. The organisms were transferred to a second

flask containing BSM, 50 ppm yeast extract, and 9.4 ppm of RDX; the

RDX was transformed to 3.4 ppm after 4 days of incubation.

The RDX-acclimated organisms were then inoculated into two

flasks: one contained BSM plus 50 ppm yeast extract and 8.0 ppm RDX,

the other contained lagoon water (12.9 ppm RDX) and 50 ppm of yeast

"extract. The results of the anaerobic incubation are shown in Table

25.

Table 25

RDX CONCFNTRATION ON DIFFERENT DAYS AFTER
ANAEROBIC INCUBATION IN LAAP LAGOON WATER

RDX
Day (ppm)

0 12.4

5 9.8

10 5.=

17 2.5

20 <0.1
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When the above organisms were inoculated into BSM with 8.0 ppm RDX and

50 ppm of yeast extract, the RDX was transformed to nondetectable

levels (<0.01 ppm) within 5 days.

In a second experiment, the above organisms were inoculated into

samples of lagoon water with 50 ppm or 300 ppm yeast extract. A third

flask was inoculated with RDX-transforming organisms [obtained from

,* the HMX waste-line sediment at Holston Army Ammunition Plant (HAAP)1,

"lagoon water, and 50 ppm of yeast extract. The RDX concentration was

:- monitored over a 20-day period. The results (Table 26) indicate that

the anaerobic biotransformation of RDX can be accelerated by extra

organic nutrients (300 ppm yeast extract) or by a different source of

RDX-trans forming organisms.

Table 26

ANAEROBIC TRANSFORMATION OF RDX WITH SELECTED
ORGANISMS AND YEAST EXTRACT CONCENTRATIONS

Source of Yeast Extract RDX Concentration (ppm) at Day

Organisms (ppm) 0 7 13 17 20

LAAP Lagoon Water 50 13.0 11.3 7.0 5.3 3.6

LAAP Lagoon Water 300 12.7 11.1 8.4 7.8 <0.1

HAAP Sediment 50 12.6 11.2 4.8 1.0 <0.1

For comparison, RDX-tranforming organisms from the .kAP water and

the HAAP sediment were each inoculated into flasks containing BSM with

"9.0 ppm RDX and 50 ppm yeast extract; the RDX disappeared within three

days. This result and the data in Table 26 show that the anaerobic

biotransformation of RDX is much slower in lagoon water than in BSM

even in the presence of large yeast extract concentrations (300 ppm)

or with an alternate source of RDX-transforming organisms. These data

suggest that lagoon water components have an inhibitory effect on RDX

biotranaformation.
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To test the possibility that the slow RDX anaerobic biotrans-

formation in lagoon water was due to the lack of mineral nutrients

.r t rather than to inhibition by some chemical present in the lagoon

water, we investigated the biotransformation of RDX in lagoon water

with yeast extract and BSM components. The results showed that the

addition of mineral salts to lagoon water collected either in December

or May did not significantly accelerate the RDX biotransformation,

suggesting that the lack of salts is not responsible for the inhibi-

tory effect of RDX anaerobic biotransformation in lagoon water.

3. Detailed Biotransformation Rate Study

The biotransformation of TNT depends on enzymes resulting from

microorganisms utilizing organic nutrients other than TNT for

growth. Under these conditions, the biotransformation rate will

follow Michaelis-Menton kinetics at different concentrations of TNT.
dcThe transformation rate, r, can be represented as shown in Equation

35.

"dC
dt V Vm C/(Km + C) , (35)

where C is the TNT concentration, V. is the maximum transformation

"rate at a given enzyme concentration or microbial population, and Km

is the Michaelis constant, which is the TNT concentration that yields

half Lhe maximum transformation rate.

When the TNT concentration is very low, Km is much greater than C

and the transformation rate expression reduces to Equation 36:

V¢C
dC m
Sdt "kC "(36)

m

which is the pseudo-first-order transformation rate expression.
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In environments where the TNT concentration is high, such as near

the sediment in the LAAP lagoon, C is much greater than KM and

-U Equation 35 reduces to Equation 37:

AC V , (37)
dt m

which is a zero-order rate expression with respect to TNT. When V is

divided by the bacterial concentration, the maximum rate per organism

can be obtained.

Equation 35 can be rewritten as shown in Equation 38, which is

the Lineweaver-Burke equation. A plot of 1/u versus 1/C yields a

straight line, from which the values Km/Vm (slope) and I/Vm (y-inter-

cept) can be determined.

K
1 m 1-- 77 + V- (38)Su VC V (8

•U m

To determine Km and Vm, we incubated LAAP lagoon water with 100

ppm of yeast extract for two days to generate a high cell popu-

lation. The water was dispensed into five flasks and TNT was added to

give concentrations ranging from 2.39 to 37.7 ppm. TNT was monitored

for 24 hr and the transformation rates were determined. These data

are shown in Table 27.
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Table 27

TRANSFORMATION RATF-S DETERMINED FOR
VARIOUS TNT CONCENTRATIONS

Initial TNT
Concentration Transformation Rate,

"/,(RPM) (ppm day- 1 )

2.3 0.37

5.5 0.75

10.0 1.19

18.7 1.55

"Using the Lineweaver-Burke method, we plotted the above data

(Figure 13) and calculated Km and Vm Linear regression of the plot

"gave values of Km - 19.3 ppn and Vm 3.5 ppm day- 1 . The initial

microbial population was 1.0 x 108 CFU ml-_ and, therefore, the

maximum rate per organism will be 3.5 x 10.8 ppm cell-1 day- 1 (1.5 x

""01-9 ppm cell-I hr- 1). The value is slightly lower than the 9.8 x

10-8 ppm cell-I day-1 obtained with centrifuged lagoon water mico-

organisms and 50 ppm TNT determined in a previous experiment. This

may be the result of a modification of the mixed culture population

when grown on yeast extract.

The above results indicate that the biotransformation of TNT will

follow pseudo-first-order kinetics at TNT concentrations less than 19

ppm and zero-order kinetics at TNT concentrations greater than 19 ppm.

A second experiment was conducted with lagoon water

microorganisms incubated without the addition of yeast extract. From

the lagoon water collected in May, we prepared high cell populetions

by incubating the water at 200 to 25C in the dark over a three-week

period, centrifcging the microorganisms, and resuspending the cells in

1/35th of the volume of lagoon water. This water, containing 2.1 x

107 CFU ml-1, was dispensed into flasks and TNT was addsý to give

concentrations ranging from 8 to 47 ppm.
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The biotransformation of TNT was followed over five days. The initial

TNT concentrations and biotransformation rates are shown in Table 28.

Table 28

INITIAL TNT CONCENTRATIONS AND BIOTRANSFORMATION
RATES OVER 5 DAYS

Initial TNT Concentration Biotransformation Rate
(ppm) (ppm day-)

8.04 0.33

10.7 0.40

16.3 0.51

21.3 0.55

34.7 0.61

47.3 1.02

Using the Lineweaver-Burke plotting method, we calculated Km (the

Michaelis Constant) to be 19.1 ppm and Vm (the maximum transformation

rate at a given enzyme concentration or microbial population) to be

1.1 ppm day-. The maximum rate per organism is 5.3 x 10-8 ppm cell-1
* .day-1 (2.2 x 10-9 ppm cell-1 hr-1 ), which is close to the value

obtained for the yeast extract-generated lagoon wa•er organisms.
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VI. DEVELOPMENT OF THE SIMULATION MODEL

A. General Equations

A simuldtion model was developed based on a mathematical des-

cription of material balance. The basic equation for material balance

is shown in Equation 39:

dM
dt i

where M - total amount of chemical in the system

ii total input of chemical to the lagoon

0 total removal of chemical from the lagoon.

The change in total mass, dH/dt, can also be related to the chemical

concentration, C, and volume, V, of the lagoon as shown in Equation

40:

dM _ +dc
d T dt dt (40)

Thus, from Equations 39 and 40, Equation 41 can be formulated:

4c

dc = r Ii - rj 0 dgV41
dt I (41)

Becaus, no munitions wastes have been dumped since early in 1981,

the only inpit source of munitions arises from the diffusion of accum-

ulated chemicals in the sediment layer (Ddif) and the dissolution of

solid chemicals lying on the bottom sediment surface (Ddis). There-

fore, the chemical input can be described as shown in Equation 42:
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25
E I - E (Ddif + Ddis) (42)

Because the bottom sediment and surface are heterogeneous with

respect to the amounts of TNT and RDX present, the bottom sediment was

divided into 25 compartments (30' x 30') from which the diffusion flux

and dissolution rate were calculated individually (i - 1 to 25).

Chemicals are removed from the lagoon through transformation

processes (photolysis and biotransformation) and seepage. The seepage

transport process has been accounted for in the calculation of net

diffusion flux (Ddif); therefore the total removal of chemical can be

"expressed as Equation 43:

E0 - Ek CV (43)

where kt represents the transformation rate constants.

Equation 41 can now be written as Equation 44:

VdC 25 dV
dt iI(Ddif + Ddis) - Ek CV - C-t (44)

A numerical integration scheme, using Euller's prediction and

correction method, was used to integrate Equation 44 over selected

time intervals to provide simulation results.

B. Program Structure

A flow chart of the computer program is shown in Figure 14.

System parameters, trativitrmation rate constants, weather data, lagoon

descriptions, and initial conditions are read in when the program is
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,Data input
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Calculate Determine
free-water - deoth and

vvoolume surface coverage
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diffusion flux

Simulate
S~munitions in

lagoon water

Print out
simulation results

"LA-7934-39

* FIGURE 14 SIMULATION FLOW CHART OF THE LAGOON MODEL
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initiated. The main program is linked to a number of subroutines such

as VOLUME and SURFACE, which calculate the depth above each sediment

compartment and the number of compartments covered by water. This

number and the corresponding locations of sediment covered by water

are then used separately in FLUX and FLUX 1 subroutines to calculate

the diffusion flux and dissolution rate of chemicals from the bottom

sediment, respectively. Material balance is performed in the sub-

routine COMPS when Euller's prediction and correction method is

employed to predict the chemical concentration in the lagoon. The

above procedures are repeated at every time step until the simulation

period is complete or the lagoon goes dry. The status of the lagoon

is obtained at specified print-out time intervals, and a plotting

subroutine GRAPH 4 is used to plot the simulation results. The

program interactions are shown in Figure 15, and a complete listing of

the program appears in Appendix C.

C. Simulation Results

I. Simulation of the Water Surface

The effect of seepage rate on the lagoon depth was discussed in

"Section V.A.l; an estimated rate of 0.12 cm day- gave good agreement

with measured values. Changes in the water surface were also simu-

lated, as shown in Figure 16. As the lagoon dries, the southeast cor-

ner is the first to dry out and the lagoon recedes to the northwest

corner. Observations of the water remaining in the lagoon in July and

August were in good agreement with the model simulation.
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2. TNT Simulation

a. Case 1: Complete Mixing

Five scenarios were investigated in which the assumption was made

that the lagoon is a completely mixed reactor. Figure 17A shows the

TNT concentration as a function of time using inputs from diffusion

flux and dissolution, a photolysis rate constant of 0.78 cm day- , and

a biotransformation rate constant of 0.012 day-'. The results indi-

cate that the TNT concentration will increase until Day 200, with the

peak concentration being 17.5 ppm. After Day 200, TNT concentration

decreases due to decreases in the lagoon depth, which increases the

magnitude of the photolysis rate constant.

To test the impact of the photolysis rate constant, a simulation

was run under conditions identical to those above except that the

photolysis rate constant was reduced by half--to 0.39 cm day

Figure 17B shows the simulation result. In this case, the TNT con-

centration builds up faster than in the previous case and reaches a

maximum of 23 ppm on Day 200. After Day 200, the TNT concentration
decreases at a slower rate than before.

The photolysis rate constant is also seasonally dependent due to

high light intensity in the summer months relative to that in the

winter months. The magnitude of the intensity change is usually

between a factor of 2 to 3. In Figure 17C, we adjusted the photo-

chemical rate constant by a factor of 2, starting in June, and

observed an accelerated decrease in TNT concentration in the late

summer months. The overall effect appears to be a lowering of the

maximum TNT concentration buildup followed by a rapid loss of TNT.

We performed a simulation in which the biotransformation rate

constant was doubled for every 10*C rise in lagoon temperature, based

on a number of assumptions involving the enzymatic reduction of a TNT

nitro group. The result is plotted in Figure 18. In the early part

of the simulation, the TNT concentration rises above that observed in

Figure 17A due to the low biotransformation rate constant. However,
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FIGURE 17 SIMULATED TNT CONCENTRATION WITH RESPECT TO TIME OF YEAR

Curve A: kp 0.78 cm day"1 , k1 = 0.012 day 1 ; input from diffusion and dissolution.

Curve B: kp = 0.39 cm day"1 , lk = 0.012 day-1 input Fromi diffusion and dissolution.
Curve C: kP = 0.78 cm day-1 plus radiant correction; k' = 0.12 day-'; input from

diffusion and dissolution.
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the effect of biotransformation becomes evident between Days 150 aad

200. In the latter phase of the simulation, photolysis becomes the

dominant transformation process.

Finally, we considered a case in which dissolution was the only

input source of TNT (Figure 19). The simulation results show TNT

concentration decreasing in the early stage of simulation and then

increasing in May, reaching a maximum at Day 200 and then decreasing

as the lagoon dries out.

The concentration-time-dependent profile measured in the lagoon

for TNT appears in Figure 20. None of the above scenarios exactly

match the measured data. The low concentration observed in March (Day

74) does not appear in any simulation except in the case of the sole

input arising from dissolution (Figure 19). The maximum TNT

concentration was observed in May (Day 145), whereas the simulation

results predicted that the maximum would occur in July. To reach a

maximum in May, a large input from the bottom sediment would be

expected. The present model probably overestimates the diffusion and

dissolution processes in the latter months. Also, the lagoon begins

to dry out at the end of June; this process should concentrate chem-

icals due to volume reduction and concentrate the TNT in July unless

the transformation processes are greatly accelerated. Both the

photolysis and biotransformation of TNT in lagoon water collected in

July give no suggestion of dramatic rate increases compared to other

experimental data.

The discrepancy between the observed data and the simulations may

be explained by the samplir6 technique and the lagoon location from

which the samples were taken. Because the plant personnel did not

have accesb to tho center of the lagoon to collect samples, all sam-

pling done by them was performed at the southeast edge near the dump

ramp, where high levels of TNT were found in the sediment. As the

lag.cu• dried, saulpltb Wete Laken progressively closer to the center of

the lagoon approaching the northwest corner. Poor mixing of the

lagoon water may therefore obscure the simulation results.
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b. Case II: Zero Mixing

If the sampling locations become critical, the assumption of com-

plete mixing may not be a valid representation of the distribution of

chemicals in the lagoon. Although the data on dissolved oxygen

obtained in December indicated that the lagoon was well-mixed in the

vertical dire.tion, discrepancies in TNT concentrations at the edge of

the lagoon relative to the center were noted. This suggests that the

horizontal mixing of lagoon water may not be complete and may

intensify as the lagoon becomes shallow.

We performed simulations for the case of zero-mixing for comr-

partments 1 (dump site) and 13 (center). In the case of zero-mixing,

the lagoon waters do not interact with neighboring compartments--only

with the bottom sediment directly below the water. The simulation
results are shown in Figure 21. In compartment 1, the TNT concen-
tration continuously increases until maximum solubility is reached.

In compartment 13, the TNT concentration continually decreases due to

low TNT levels in the sediment and transformation rates that surpass

those of diffusion and dissolution fluxes. In the real environment,

partial mixing probably occurs that dissipates the TNT from compart-

ments I to other compartments in the lagoon. These results do imply,

however, that sampling from the southeast corner and following the

water-coverage profile (Figure 16) for further samples may give skewed

versions of the TNT concentration profile that are difficult to

model. In this respect, the model simulation may be adequately

predicting the loss and movement of TNT in the dissolution-input-only

case (Figure 19), when compared to the actual data, that may be higher

than in a completely mixed reactor (Figure 20). An overlay of the

latter profiles appears in Figure 22.
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"3. RDX Simulation

The laboratory studies showed that there would be little bio-

-transformation of RDX in the lagoon and that photolysis, although

slow, probably would be the dominant transformation process. Knowing

the range of the depth-independent photochemical rate constant for the

winter through summer seasons, we derived a linear expression relating

the rate constant, k to the day of the year, D:

-4 -2 -2 _1

K p (3.0 x 10 cm day ) (D) + 1.6 x 10 cm day

(45)

Thus, at Day 0 (January 1) the winter rate constant, 0.016 cm day- 1 ,

is applied to the model and linearly increases to Day 200 (July 19),

where the summer rate constant is applied. At each simulation inter-

val, the rate constant is adjusted according to the depth of the

lagoon for that time period.

Three scenarios were simulated representing the observed rate

constants and rate constants representing 75% and 50% of the observed

rate constants. The latter rate constants provide a sensitivity

analysis of the impact of the photochemical rate constant on RDX loss

in the lagoon. The simulation results are plotted in Figure 23. In

each case, the simulated results indicate that the removal of RDX is

balanced by the diffusion and dissolution input over the first 150

days. As the water gets warmer, the concentration increases up to Day

225; then the effect of photolysis is noted only when the lagoon is

very shallow. Also, halving the photolysis rate constant (Curve C)

does not have a large effect on the RDX-loss profile.

6 Superimposed on these curves are the actual measured values for

RDX in the lagoon. Considering the problem of partial mixing, the

simulation results and the actual values are comparable except for one

data point where a very high level (42.1 ppm) of RDX was observed.
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The remaining data are, however, inconsistent with this point. A

curve for the profile of RDX can be approximated (dotted line) that

shows a peak in RDX concentration in late July and a decrease in late

August. These results suggest that the diffusion/dissolution pro-

cesses become faster than predicted by the model in May and June (Days

145 to 175) and that the loss rate is faster thati predicted in late

August (Day 245). This is probably a result of (a) warmer waters near

the edge of the lagoon where the samples were taken, which could give

high concentrations in May-June, and (b) the low water level and the

recession of the water's edge from the munitions-enriched sediment

area, which could give low concentrations in late August. If complete

mixing were to occur, the simulation results might be fairly accurate.
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VII. DISCUSSION

The results of this study show that the lagoons at LAAP are

highly complex environments in which the fate of TNT is controlled by

photolysis and biotransformation and the fate of RDX probably is con-

trolled by photolysis. If there were no chemical inputs to the

lagoon, we would estimate a TNT half-life ranging from 8 days in the

winter months to <4 days in the summer and an RDX half-life ranging

from 173 days in the summer to >1000 days in the winter in a lagoon 50

cm deep. However, there are chemical inputs to the lagoon from solid

and sorbed munitions in the bottom sediment and on the bottom sur-

face. Thus, both diffusion and dissolution kinetics play important

roles in the input of chemicals to the lagoon. These processes are

complicated by 1) a heterogeneous distribution of munitions in and on

N. the sediment and 2) a temperature-dependence that increases chemical

inputs as the lagoon warms. Thus, chemical input is not a constant

process, but one that can change dramatically, depending on the time

of year and the portion of the lagoon that is covered by water.

Furthermore, each transformation process has additional com-

plications. In the case of biotrensformation, the enzymatic reduction

of the nitro group should he temperature-dependent, and therefore the

biotransformation rate constant could vary by a factor of 8 or more

(assuming a doublilg of the rate constant for every 100 rise in tem-

perature) between the winter and summer months. Also, we cannot be

sure that the population of organisms at 10C is the same as that at

40°C. The temperature effect could have an impact on the number and

type of microorganisms that are available to transform TNT. To

average this effect, we used a rate constant determined at 25*C as an

average value in one example and doubled the rate constant for every

10 0 C rise in temperature in another example. The results of these
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examples indicated that changes in the biotransformation rate constant

did not have a major impact on the loss profile of TNT because the

photochemical transformation process overwhelmed any such changes.

There is also a high degree of uncertainty in the photochemical

rate constant as a function of the time of year. Photochemical rate

constants measured in lagoon water collected in December showed an

inverse relationship with depth, which allows the prediction of a rate

constant at any depth, provided that the absorptivity of the water is

the same. However, as the lagoon waters evaporate, much o! the UV-

absorbing materials become concentrated, reducing the ability of light

to penetrate into the water. The effect of the more concentrated

waters will be to lower the photochemical rate constant, but sim-

ultaneously the shallower depth will tend to increase it. Because the

photochemical transformation of TNT occurs by indirect mechanisms and

is governed by unknown sensitizers (both humic materials and TNT

"transformation products) in the waters, it is difficult to correlate

the photochemical rate constant dependences on the absorptivity and

depth of the lagoon water from the experiments that were performed

,.-' during this study.

Sampling was a problem because of poor access to a center

"location for the bulk water and because the sites from which the

samples were collected changed as the lagoon dried. Finally, the

lagoon dried up in late August.

In spite of these difficulties, we were able to develop a

simulation model that describes the loss profile of TNT and RDX as a

function of time of year. Of primary importance in this model is the

dissolution rate of pure chemicals from the bottom sediment. This

process is temperature-dependent and therefore we expect the

concentrations of TNT and RDX to rise as the lagoon warms in the

S..spring and summer months. In the absence of transformation,
. dissolution will continue until the solubility limit for each chemical

"is reached.
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A concentration buildup in the lagoon is counteracted by the

photochemical and biological transformation of TNT and the photo-

chemical transformation of RDX. The rate of photochemical trans-

formation of TNT and RDX follows pseudo-first-order kinetics and

first-order kinetics, respectively. Thus, for a given depth, TNT will

photolyze approximately 50 times faster than RDX. The rate constant

is dependent on the solar radiance; therefore, rates will be two to

three times faster in the summer than in the winter months for TNT and

up to five times faster for RDX.

The photochemical rate constant is inversely proportional to

depth; hence, rates of transformation will increase as water is lost

to evaporation and seepage. Usually, the lagoon is shallower in

sumner than in winter; therefore, rates of photochemical trans-

formation are predicted to be greater in the summer. The bio-

transformation rate constant for TNT is an order of magnitude smaller

than the photochemical rate constant; so a comparison of the dis-

"8. solution flux and photochemical rate constant will indicate whether

the TNT or RDX concentration will increase or decrease over any par-

ticular time period. Furthermore, if the input source is eliminated

(as was observed when portions of the lagoon dried out), the TNT and

RDX will transform at rates defined by the depth and mitigated by the

absorptivity of the water. Thus, an overall profile of munitions in

eha lagoon will show a buildup of munitions when the lagoon is full,

periods of aquilibrium when the dissolution and transformation fluxes

are equal, and periods when transformation flux exceeds that of dis-

solution--usually in the summer months.

The above theme has a number of variations that can be postulated

and for which modeling can serve as a tool to predict chemical

behavior. For example, if TNT and RDX were uniformly distributed in

the bottom sediment, as was observed at the dump ramp, they would

reach their solubility limits in the lagoon water. Similarly, if the

sediment had a uniform distribution, as was found at the center of the

lagoon, the transformation of TNT and RDX could be predicted from the

transformation rate constants developed in this study.
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In conclusion, the persistence of TNT and RDX in LAAP lagoons is

"controlled by dissolution and photochemical processes, with dis-

solution being complicated by a heterogeneous distribution of solid

munitions on the bottom surface and photolysis being complicated by

changes in absorptivity of the water that affects the photochemical

rate! constant as a function of time of year. This effect could not be

investigated in detail because of project time and money contraints.

A simulation model was developed to describe a first approximation of

the loss and movement of TNT and RDX in the lagoon water, but vigorous

validation could not be achieved due to sampling and mixing con-

straints within the lagoon.
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Appendix A

ANALYSIS OF LAAP LAGOON NO. 9 SEDIMENT

Sediment Preparation

Twenty-four sediment samples scraped from the bottom surface of

Lagoon No. 9 were sieved through a large mesh screen to remove twigs,

leaves, and large pebbles. Each sample was homogenized with a mortar

and pestle until an even consistency was obtained.

Moisture Determination

A known weight (-20 g) of sediment was placed in a tared beaker

and allowed to dry at 75*C for 48 hr. The percent moisture in the

sample was calculated as the dry weight minus the wet weight, divided

by the wet weight times 100.

Extraction of Sediment

A sample of wet sediment (10-20 g) was placed in a 50-ml
screw-cap centrifuge tube and 20 ml of neutral ethyl acetate was
added. The tube was vigorously shaken for 2-3 min and then cen-

trifuged at 2000 rpm for 10 min. The ethyl acetate was removed by

pipet. This process was repeated twice. The sediment was then

acidified by adding 5 ml of 2N HC1 and re-extracted with ethyl acetate

(3 x 20 ml). The combined extracts were dried over anhydrous sodium

sulfate, filtered, and rotary-evaporated to dryness. The residue was

dissolved in methanol, and an inz.ernal standard was added for HPLC

analysis.
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HPLC Analysis

The HPLC analyses of the sediment extracts were performed under

the following conditions:

Instrument: Spectra-Physics Model 3500B Liquid
"" Chromatograph

Column: 250 mm x 4.6 mm Altex RP600-C @ 50°C

Solvent: A - water, B - 50% methanol: 50%

acetonitrile
Program: 30% B in A to 50% B in A in 15 min; linear

gradient

Flow rate: 2.0 ml min-i1

Detection: UV @ 254 rum

Retention times: 5.68 min, HMX

6.65 min, RDX

10.55 min, 3,5-dinitroaniline
12.40 min, TNT
13.77 min, aminodinitrotoluenes

15.65 min, 3,5-dinitrotoluene (internal

standard)

A typical chromatographic profile of the sediment extract appears

in Figure A-1.

Results

The results of duplicate analyses of the 24 sediment extracts are

presented in Table A-1 (also see Figure 2 in main text). Table A-2

shows the percent water in the sediment samples.

L0
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Table A-I

PERCENT COMPOSITION OF MUNITION COMPONENTS
IN LAAP LAGOON NO. 9 SEDIMENT

Sample TNT RDX HMX ADNTSa 3,5-DNA

A-5 27.5 8.7 2.1 6 x 10- --

A-4 29.7 6.6 8.9 x 10-1 5.9 x 02

A-3 1.5 8.9 x 0-1 10 9.7 x 10- 2

A-2 4.2 x 10-2 1.0 x 10-3 8.7 x 10- 2  8.3 x 10- 2  5.0 x 10-3
A-i 1.8 x 10 4.7 x 1.5 x 0- 2 9.2 x 10- 6.0 x 10
B-S 1.4 4.7 8.4 x 10-I 8.0 x 602  8.0 x 10-

B-4 1.4 x 10-1 1.7 3.5 x 10-I 3.0 x 10-2 ---
B-3 4.0 x 10- 2  2.9 x 10-I 1.1 x 10-1 3.0 x 10-2 3.3 x 10-2

B-2 8.3 x 10- 7.9 x 10-3 3.4 x 10-3 1.3 x 10-2 9.0 x 10-

B-1 1.4 x 10-2 3.2 x 10-4 1.5 x 10-2 2.1 x 10-2 1.5 x 10-3

C-5 1.7 x 10-2 1.0 2.4 x 10- 4.2 x 10-2 4.0 x 10-3

C-4 2.1 x 10-3 3.6 x 10-3 3.0 x 10- 2  5.9 x 10- 3 4.0 x 10-4

C-3 4.4 x 10- 2.2 x 10- 4  1.8 x 10- 2 3.1 x 10-2 3.1 x 10-3

C-2 1.5 10 2.0 x 10- 1.2 x 10 2  9.1 x 10- 2.0 x 10

C-1 5.7 x 10"4 7.0 x 10-5 1.5 x 10-2 2.1 x 10-3 6.0 x 10-4

D-5 4.9 x 10-3 1.7 x 10-2 6.6 x 10- 2 3.3 x 10-2 3.4 x 10-3

D-4 1.2 x 10-2 1.6 x 10-1 9.0 x 10- 2 8.2 x 10- 3  1.0 x 10-3

-4 280x1-
D-3 7.3 x 10 3.8 x 10- 2  8.0 x 10-3 1.3 x 10- 2  1.8 x 10-3

D-2 1.1 x 10-3 1.0 x 10-4 1.3 x 10- 2 1.0 x 10- 2  8.5 x 10-4

D-1 1.2 x 10-3 9.0 x 10-5 9.1 x 10-3 1.4 x 10- 2  1.2 x 10-3
E-4 1.9 x 10 1.3 x 10-3 5.0 x 10-3 8.6 x 10- 3  1.2 x 10-

E-3 1.1 x 10- 3  4.9 x 10-4 1.4 x 10- 2  1.6 x 10-2 2.6 x 10-3

i:-2 1.1 y 10 7.5 x 10- 1.6 x 10- 2  1.5 x 10- 2  9.4 x 10-4

E-,L 2.2 x 10-4 6.0 x 10-5 4.0 x 10- 4  3.1 x 10- 4  6.0 x 10-5

aADNTS - amlnodinitrotoluenes.
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Table A-2

"PERCENT WATER IN LAGOON NO. 9 SEDIMENT SAMPLES

Sample No. Percent Water

A-5 51.6
A-4 33.6

A-3 34.1

A-2 43.3

A-I 48.5

B-5 41.6

B-4 32.4

B-3 31.0

B-2 33.9

B-I 42.1

C-5 33.3

C-4 38.6

C-3 30.2

C-2 32.9

C-I 58.2

D-5 35.3

D-4 48.1

D-3 38.0

D-2 39.2
D-1 43.3

E-4 32.2

E-3 29.5

E-2 30.1

E-1 45.7

'.*,

Li0
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Appendix B

MASS TRANSFER PROBLEMS--ASSUMPTIONS AND SOLUTIONS

Description of Mass Transfer Problems

L A body of water containing some concentration of one or more con-

taminants is in contact with a porous sediment (Figure B-i). Water

residing in the pores of the sediment (interstitial water) also con-

tains some concentration of one or more contaminants. The sediment

solids may contain the same contaminants, presumed to be at equi-

librium with the interstitial water concentration of contaminants.

Contaminants will diffuse through the water both in the free-water

phase and the sediment/water phase. In addition, chemical reactions

(photolysis, biodegradation, hydrolysis) may occur, and contaminants

may be transported by bulk convection (seepage of water into the

sediment).

Far from the water/sediment interface, one expects the con

-. .. centrations of contaminants to reach a constant (known) value. Also,

on the free-water side of the interface, a region should exist where

the macroscale mixing processes of the pond are negligible. With

L'- these ideas in mind, one can pose a set of simultaneous differential

equations for the concentration profile of a contaminant in the water

and sediment/water phases.

The change in concentration of chemical with time s- is equal
a2Cw aCs

to the sum of the diffusion and seepage rates D- and v -
\

respectively) minus the biotransformation rate (ko) and the amount of
0

chemical that is sorbed to the sediment:
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FIGURE B-1 LAGOON WATER RESTS ON SEDIMENT

Pond and sediment are considered to be semi-infinite.
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-n-I

C 1 D 2C +vaC k KnC csw
bt I az2 az 0 sw ot

Rearrangement of Equation 1 yields

8C a2C ()C

1 + KnCn-i sw = D sw + v sw k
sw at 8z2  0Z

where Cw chemical concentration in the se i w

- sediment partition coefficient (C KCn

t - time

D - diffusion coefficient in the sediment/water phase

v - seepage velocity

z - distance from the sediment

ko zero-order rate constant for biotransformation in

sediment.

Similarly, for the free-water phoe, the change in concentration

of a chemical with time can be described by

ac 62C acw D-w w- kC

t i2 2 3 - w (3)

where C m concentration of chemical in the free-water phase

t -time

D - diffusion coefficient in the free-water phase2
v - seepage velocity

EkiCw first-order rate expression for transformation process.

The boundary conditions for these equations are that
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•C 8 C- - sw D a ..(

|. •D1 bz D2 6ztzO 4

where * is the sediment porosity (void volume fraction) and

C (0) C (0) , (5)
SW

C (- ) C =known , (6)
SW 5Wa•

C (w ) C - known , (7)

C (z) - known at time zero C (8)
aW SWO

C (z) W known at time zero - C . (9)

Because of Equations 5 and 6, Equations 2 and 3 must be solved

simultaneously and are not amenable to a closed-form analytical solu-

tion. The equation could be solved on a digital computer, but the

additional complexity would greatly increase the expense of running

r. the overall SRI pond simulation model. Therefore, we have made

several simplifying assumptions, described below.

Comparison of Diffusion, Convection, Reaction Rates

Because there is a strong incentive to reach a closed-form,

analytical solution, the first assumption is that the concentration of

chemical is constant everywhere in the free-water phase. This assum-

ption allows Equation 3 to be eliminated.
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Further simplifications could be made if either the convective

term vo-z ]or the reaction term (ko) could be neglected. By non-

dimensionalizing the equations, one can evaluate the relative impor-

tance of diffusion, reaction, and convection. Unfortunately, even the

single differential equation cannot be solved analytically if there is

no boundary on the sediment phase. T.erefore, to compare the impor-

tance of diffusion, reaction, and convection, we pose a problem where

the sediment phase has a boundary layer of finite thickness, 1, near

the water/sediment interface (Figure B-2). Furthermore, we assume

steady-state conditions. This assumption leaves a simple differential

equation describing the concentration in the sediment-water phase. In

dimensionless form, this equation is

d2C* dC*
SW sw0

*2 + (10)dz. dz

where &- ratio of convective transport rate to diffusive transport

rate

Yo ratio of chemical reaction rate to diffusive transport rate

with boundary conditions

* C
C (0) "-- C known (11)
sw sw, w kon(1

and

C (-1) - 1 * (12)SW

The dimensionless parameters are

C * sw (13)
sw C

sw,-
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LA-7934-25

FIGURE B-2 BOUNDARY LAYER APPROXIMATION IN SEDIMENT/WATER PHASE

Beyond a depth of Q, the sediment is undisturbed bv the mass transfer.
Hence, flux can be computed as if sediment/water phase extended only

to z=-.
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Z* (14)

and
•'- t2

"k I
"CO D (16)'" Yo Caw,=D

The parameter io is a measure of the ratio of convective flux to

diffusive flux, and yo is a m,.asure of the ratio of the rate of

* reaction to the rate of diffusion. The flux, N, in dimensional form

is

N - - WDi(z)O - VCw(0) (17)

Defining a dimensionless flux,

N * NiN-. s = (18)

1.4 1 Csw,-

we find, by solving Equation 10 for C and substituting into Equation""" SW
" 17, that

* w'C + 'oe - '° •o Yo
NW 0 0 0

0
N1 - (19)

%I .

To evaluate the relative importance of the various phenomena,

Equation 8 was solved with yo W 0 (no chemical reaction, N2 ), with

&0 a 0 (no convection, N3 ), and with yo - & = 0 (no chemical reaction

and no convection). The dimensionless fluxes for each of these cases,

N2, N3 , N4 , are given as follwff:

2.'.I
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C*0
, •o(1 - Ce°)*

N = w (20)
% e -1

N -(1- C)- y /2 (21)

N4  (1 -C) (22)

To compare NI to N2 , N3 , and N&, we need to pose some reasonable

values of the parameters C &w, o, and yo. SRI has taken data from

field samples of the waste disposal pond and found the following

numbers:

v W 2.2 x 10- 6 cm s-1 (23a)

ko W 1.2 x 10-5 Pg cm-3 s-1 (for TNT) (23b)
DI 3.05 x 10- 6 cm2 s8 (for TNT) (23c)

- 50 pg cm 3  (for TNT) (23d)SWICO

Cw = 0.1 (for TNT) (23e)

Because the boundary thickness, X, exists only in our model (not in

the real pond), reasonable estimates for I must be made. Therefore,

in Table B-1, the results are presented for various boundary thick-

nesses. The table shows the dimensionless flux (N) and flux values

neglecting chemical reaction (N2 ), convection (N 3 ), and reaction and
* , * * * **

convection (N4 ), along with the ratios N2 IN1 , N3 /N1 , and N4 /N,.

These ratios show how much difference it makes if the convection, the
.

reaction, or both are neglected. It can be seen that N2 is not much

different from N1  and that N3  is not much different from N4 .

Hence, the chemical reaction term can be neglected. In contrast, N

can be much larger than N1 and N4 can be much larger than N2 . These

results imply that the convective term cannot be neglected. Hence,

the reaction can be neglected but convection must be considered. This

conclusion was expected from the magnitude of the dimensionless

numbers [ .o 1 and yo < 1 (Table B-l)].
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Unsteady Solution with Convection, Without Reaction

By neglecting the chemical reaction term, we can develop a

closed-form solution for flux without appeal to some arbitrary boun-

dary layer thickness, 1. In this regard, the solution developed below

is the most realistic situation for which a closed-form solution can

be developed. The solution will apply to TNT and RDX because the RDX

was found not to react in the sediment/water phase (i.e., ko = 0 for

RDX).

Physically, we envision a situation like that in Figure B-1. We

retai:. the assumption that the concentration in the water phase is

constant and known. For this situation, the following equations apply

in the sediment/water phase:

aC a 2C aC

1+KnC sw sw_n MnI DI -2 + v -6- (24)
sw at

with the following boundary conditions:

C (- ',t) - C " known , (25a)
Asw sw'm

C sw(,t) - C - known , (25b)

C (z,O) - C - known . (25c)sw SWICO

With n I 1 (linear isotherm assumption) and in dimensionless form,
these equations become

C 2C* C

sw sw sw
- *2 + 0 (26)

at •z.2 az*

where o0 dimensionless ratio of convective transport rate to

"diffusive transport rate,

11.4
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and
S.* *

c (- ) 0 (27a)
sW

C (0,t) - C - I (27b)

*w *

6sw (z ,0) -o , (27c)

where the dimensionless variables have been defined as follows:

, C -C
Csw s (28a)

SW'®

"2 (28b)z (I+K)
0

z -z/z (28c)

Z V
M o030 D• (28d)

The quantity zo is an arbitrary length scale that, if reasonably

chosen, can give some idea of the relative importance of diffusion and

convection. (The final answer will not, of course, depend on zo,)

Equation 26, subject to the boundary conditions of Equations 27a-

27c, can be solved by using LaPlace transformations. One finds

(*

"C (z"t -. " i
sw , 2 erfc(n ) + exp 0oz er2c(r2)

"(29a)
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where

- .. z* 3ot.1/ 2

n1  2t, 1 12  
- (29b)

and

-z* 13or 1/2

2 1 + 1 2 (29c)2t,1

The flux, N, is given by

'aS

N - DI--- 0 -w ýv Cs (0) .(30)

In dimensionless form,

N aN(C- -,** (1*D1 Cs, \ /--- 0 ýO z 0

Differentiating Equation 28 and substituting into Equation 31, one

finds

(l 2 112N* (i - C) -*2t .•./

N exp(-- ) - -(l - Cw'erfc(-•---) - C0oc

(32)

Equation 32 can be cast tn a frrm that explicitly removes z frorm the

equation for the flux. If we define a new dimensionless flux,

N

I-..

:-2o-(33)
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and a new dimensionless time,

=..•;. • • v t
D (I+K) ' (34)

then Equation 32 becomes

",2 * 12.- (I -Cw) 1-C w
N 1/) exp(- t/4)- (w) erfc(t )- c

.... (35)

"Relationship To SRI Lagoon Model

"Equation 32 is the basis for computing how much material

transfers into or out of the sediment during a given time interval.

If M is the total mass of material per unit area transported across

the water/sediment interface in a time interval, T,

-..
A '-.'"-then

"•tn

""M J R Ndt (36). 0

with

•'- ,S •vM
M OD (l+K)Csw, (37)

.:°. ,-

Note that the z direction was chosen positive in Figure B-1.

-• Therefore N > 0 implies that material moves from the sediment into
"the water.
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and

D (1+K) (38)

Substituting Equation 35 into Equation 36, one finds

"M' " 1-C erf -J -- erfc -, + -C*z*

(39)

The functions erf and erfc are well-known, tabulated integrals.

- These functions are available on any computer that has the standard

IMSL math library software.t

"In the SRI lagoon model, one knows CW and Caw,- at the beginning,.o'qSo".

of a time step (and, by implication, at time zero). During a time

step, one allows mass to transfer between the water and the sedi-

ment/water phases. The total amount of mass transferred is given by

Equation 39. At the end of the time step, the new values of andEw
Csw, are computed based on the addition or depletion of contaminant

mass in the water or sediment/water phases. Computations are repeated
*

as desired with these new values of Cw and C,.

*Carslaw, H.S. and J.C. Jaeger (1959) Conduction of Heat in Solids.

.'-4 Oxford-at-the-Clarendon, London.
tAbramowitz, M. and I.A. Stegun (1964) Handbook of Mathematical

Functions, National Bureau of Standards, Applied Mathematics Series
55, June, 1964.
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Sample Calculation

The flux, N, and the total amount transformed, M, will be com-

puted for Lhe particular parameters relevant to the TNT and RDX dis-

posal lagoon. The values of the parameters are given by Equations

23a, 23b, 23c, and 23d. In addition, we must specify a value for K

and 0. For TNT, K - 10; no data are available for RDX. Consequently,

the calculations below apply only to TNT. The porosity, *, which has

been measured by SRI, is 0.2.

With those values of the parameters, Tables B-2 and B-3 can be

generated from Equations 33 and 39. It is worthwhile to record the

values of the groups of parameters appearing in Equations 33, 34, and

37. Each group is a "characteristic" value, and we define the

"following parameters:

-2 -I

N vC 1.872 jg cm day (40)

OD 1 (1+) C -2
M 0 " 154.8 jg cm (41)

0 v

'.'

a..

°11
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Table B-2

FLUX CALCULATIONS FOR SAMPLE LAGOON PROBLEM

Time Flux

t t (hrN N (vg cm- 2 day-1 )

0.01 19.8 4.57 8.55

0.04 79.3 2.01 3.77

0.09 178 1.18 2.21

0.16 317 0.769 1.44

0.25 496 0.528 0.989

0.36 714 0.371 0.695

0.49 971 0.263 0.491

0.64 1269 0.184 0.344

1.00 1982 0.080 0.149

Table B-3

TOTAL MASS PER UNIT AREA TRANSFERRED DURING
A TIME INTERVAL FOR SAMPLE LAGOON PROBLEM

Time Interval Mass Transferred
11 j (hr) M M ( c-2

0.01 19.8 0.0961 14.88

0.04 79.3 0.182 28.14

0.09 178 0.257 39.86

0.16 317 0.324 50.10

0.25 496 0.381 58.95

0.36 714 0.429 66.48

0.49 971 0.470 72.78

0.64 1269 0.503 77.89

1.00 1982 0.548 84.86
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D (1+K)
0to - 1982 hr (42)

Equation 42 shows that a steady-state solution for the flux would

be inadequate unless time scales of interest were much longer than

1982 hr (- 83 days). Time steps taken in the SRI lagoon model are

variable; however, time steps shorter than 83 days necessitate the use

of an unsteady solution as developed herein. Equation 40 states that

a characteristic value of the flux is approximately 2 pg cm- 2 day-'.

Part of the significance of No, Mo, and to is that any situation

with the same values of No, to, and Cw will be the same. Mo is not an

independent characteristic value because

M N t (43)
0 00

Addition of Dissolution to the Mass Transfer Problem

The above solutions and assumptions were derived for the case

where the dissolution rate constant (kr) equals zero. We must also

account for the case where kr ' 0, which occurs when the lagoon is

full or when the lagoon waters cover the area near the dump ramp. As

previously developed, the dissolution rate of solid TNT or
dw

RDX, r, can be written as

dw
dj kr(Csat - C)d (44)

where kr is an experimentally determined dissolution rate constant,

Csat is the saturation concentration of the dissolving species in the

liquid phase, and Ci is the concentration of the dissolved species at

• ,- the solid/liquid interface. If diffusion from the interface to the

"surrounding liquid is fast compared to dissolution, then Equation 44

Pr1"
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can be represented as shown in Equation 45:

Sdw = - ) C (45)
dt kr(Csat sw

where C is the concentration of TNT or RDX in the sediment/water

phase at any depth in the sediment. Therefore, Equation 45 can be

incorporated into the transport equation developed in the previous

section, as shown in Equation 46:

a 2 2C aC

(I + K)--w D sw + kd[C C + sw

t 1 2 disCsat -C V

(46)

where

K m(!LŽ)K F (7
%"eq oc

and

FkrSbetPs(-)
k kdis- r (48)

and where Foc is the organic fraction of the sediment solids, Sbet is

the surface area of soiid per unit mass of solid (typically determined

by the BET absorption method), pb is the mass density of the sediment

solids, * is the void fraction and F is the fraction of the solid sur

face area that is covered by the dissolving species.

A linear isotherm has been assumed in deriving Equation 46, with

a I.

C - K C , (49)
s eq sw

where C5 is the concentration of TNT or RDX dissolved in the organic

Wt
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fraction of the sediment solids and Keq is experimentally determined.

The boundary conditions for Equation 46 are:

C (--,t) - known - C t > 0 (50a)SW W°

C sw(O,t) Cw t > 0 (50b)

C w(z,O) C sat I (50c)

where C. is the concentration of TNT or RDX in the bulk-water phase.

The flux, N, is given by

N - -ýD1\ l(ýCz 1z - (l-4)krF (C st- cw)- .vc

(51)

If Equation 46 can be solved subject to Equations 50z-50c, then the

flux can be computed from Equation 51. Equation 46 will describe the

flux in the laboratory experiment and in the lagoon. With laboratory

data, ife can find the value of kr and use it to predict the flux in

the lagoon.

Solution to Flux Equations for Laboratory Experiment

In the previous sections, Equation 46 was solved with kr ' 0

(i.e., no dissolution). In the laboratory experiment, however, v - 0

and kr * 0 (i.e., there is no seepage but there is dissolution of

solid TNT and RDX). Also in the laboratory, C - Csv,• sat

Consequently, the mass transfer equations become
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[C a2CC

(1 + K) - - + kdissat + Iat a2 ds at Csw

(52)

with C sw(-,,t) Cst , (53a)

C w(O,t) - C , (53b)

and C (z,O) - C . (54)8W sat

The flux is given by

bC sw)

N m-tD1 3 z- 0 + (1-t) Fk r(Csat -Cw) - (55)

At steady state, we can solve Equation 52 subject to the boundary

conditions 53% and 53b. We find

/- 2dis
C -t Cw- exp D. (56)
sat -

The flux, N, is then given by

N *

N (1 + D (1 -CW) (57)

with N -C ($DkI FSb Pb(1-)) /2 (58)
0 "Csat 1(58)2
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PI b P ýD) (59)
I • o° " \Sbet b's~(9

CSw
and C (60)

S sat

In Equations 58, 59, and 60, 0, D, and Csat are known. The surface

fraction, F, approximately equals the (known) mass fraction. The

product SbetPbs can be estimated by assuming a reasonable particle

size for the sediment solids. If the particle diameter is dp, then

6
SbtPb (61)

Sediment that can be described as fine soil or clay has particle sizes

in the range of 10 to 100 pm. (The square root dependence of the flux

on SbetPbs de-emphasizes the importance of a proper choice for dp.)

Because all parameters in EquatiorLn 58, 59, 3nd 60 except kr are

known or can be reasonably estimated, the laboratory flux data can be

used to find a best value of kr. To make this procedure a bit more

transparent, we rearrange Equations 57 through 62, substitute Equation

61 for SbetPbs, and obtain

I' (6Dp 1 1/2
N(C1sat- I-¢)-kF + krF(l-t)

(62)

In the flux experiments, N and C¢ are measured and a plot of N versus

Csat-Cw will have a slope equal to the bracketed expression in Equa-

'tion 17.

A least-squares fit of the data to the form y - mx yields the

following values for the bracketed expression in Equation 62:
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TNT

S.1/2 -

:a)k.F + k F1-0 1.0776 pec

(63)

RDX

I 6D\) cml/e
( -d krF + krF(1-) 7.752 x 10 cm sec

"(64)

The values of the known parameters in Equations 63 and 64 are

listed in Table B-4 for TNT and RDX. The diffusion coefficient is the

average result from Equations 8-34 and 8-36 of Reid and Sherwood.

S The void volume fraction, *, was calculated from the dry weight of

sediment solids, measured prior to the flux experiments. The sat-

uration concentrations are known from solubility data reported in

Section V.A., Physical Transport. The surface fraction, F, is assumed

U equal to the mass fraction of TNT or RDX in the sediment solids, a

quantity measured prior to the flux experiments. The value of dp is

an estimate.

From Equations 63 and 64 and the values of the parameters in

Table B-4, we find that the kr is 1.172 x 10-5 cm sec for TNT and

"1.164 x 10-5 cm sec-1 for RDX.

Reid, R.D. and T.K. Sherwood (1958) The Properties of Gases and

Liquids. McGraw-Hill, New York.
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The flux derived from Equation 62 with these values of kr has

been placed on Figure B-3 with the data points to shov, the goodness of

fit. One can see that Equation 62 is within a factor of 2 in pre-

dicting the flux over the range studied experimentally. This degree

of accuracy can be disturbing unless one allows for the inherent

difficulty of performing the flux measurements and of describing

analytically the mass transfer in a multicomponent, heterogeneous

system. One must also refrain from the temptation to fit the data in

Figure B-3 to a straight line of the form y - mx + b. The result of

this seemingly intuitive approach is a model that predicts negative

flux values, a physically impossible situation in the laboratory

experiment.
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Table B-4

PARAMETERS FOR ANALYZING FLUX DATA

Parameter TNT RDX

0.579 0.579

O1 (25°C) 2.13 x I0- 5 cm2 sec-I 2.24 x 0 cm2 sec- 1

Csat (25°C) 131 pg cm- 3  50.6 pg cm-3

F 0.156 0.078

d 50 pm 50 iim
p
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CONCENTPATION IN BULK WATER (Pgiml)

LA-7934-27

FIGURE B-3 TNT (0) AND RDX (o) FLUX DATA COMPARED WITH CURVE
FIT (EQUATION 62)
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Appendix C

SRI COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR MODELING THE FATE OF TNT AND RDX
IN LAGOONS CONTAINING MUNITIONS WASTES

This appendix presents the computer program developed to simulate

TNT and RDX in a waste-lagoon environment. It encompasses a number of

subroutines to determine changes in volume, surface area, and depth of

the lagoon and the transport of munitions (flux) from the bottom sedi-

ment to the free-water phase. The subroutine COMPS performs the cal-

culation of munition concentration in the bulk-water phase and in the

suspended sediment. The data output can be conveniently displayed

graphically by the subroutine GRAPH 4.
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OUlOOi OJUl PsýOG.NA1 PONDO
00)00o 0UUU C IHIS IS A PRUGRAM TO SIMULAIL TNf IN A 14AIU1j4E

ij04 iX0 IUL03C.P ifir-. 4-JS APECf1 rA LI. Y¶1 Tiu 4~ '
00400 0004 c DIFFUSION' OF TNT FROM 1141 sOTTOA SEDIMLIJT
00600 0J005 C BACKING TO THE FREE wATEk. FTlL PRU(;RAh STARTS
fQuftfI~ (10fl6 r In AsFgpMF A a1wEN tJOklITION IN THE SAbjINENT
00100 0007 C AND ESTIMATE ThL FLUX OF TNT TRANSPUH1inG
OUSU0 0008 C THROUGH 1I4L interface IN EACH INME INTLRvAL.

119,1~t0 wLing C
U1000 0010 C FLUX 1S LSTIMATLI) BASED UPON THE ASSUMPTION
01100 Oull C OF' RLACTIUN ILRMS ARL SMALLER IAN~l LIJNERc
n I 1"f 00 1)2 -r- CIINW~rTTVF AND DIFFUS.Ifnh ¶Vkn-
01300 0013 C
01400 0014 C TEHI4INOLOGY AND -UNIT
0I h. n 001r, C I AIuIIIATION TIME
U1.6OO 0016 C DT TIME INTERVAL
01700 0017 C VOL FREE wATER VOLUML, LlTLRS R1/IE

01900 0019 C Cbg CUNCLN1MA11ON 1N SEDIALNI *ATLR, MICRUGHAW#LIURI
021000 0020 C CSS CONCLNTHATION IN SuSPENDED SULlD,MlCRUGPAM/LITLk
n)loOn 0021 C PC' PARTITIOn

02200 0022 C SD DENSI1Y OF SEDIMENT
02J00 0023 C wKU OXID)ATION RATL CONSIATNI
1,0246A 0024 C wKP PHOTOLYSIS RATE CONSTANT
02500 0025 C *KHl HORULY31S RATE CONSTANT
04b00 0026 C wHY VOLATILIZATION RATE CONSTANT
07o0 00)J7 C wKSA ROfljP.AjJ0N RATE CONSlANT
Odwo0 OU2~4 C PR PIILC1PIIATION RATE, CM/DAI
02900 0029 C EV EVAPORA71ON RATE, CM/DAY
naijun 0030 C sP SLEPAGE RATE, CM/DAY
03100 0031 C Div DIFFUSIVITY
OJWOO 0032 C PVEPTH DEPHTH AT THE LUCATIUN CORRLSPONDENIING TO SEDIMENT

*013uo 0033 C COMPARTMENT
03400 0034 C TMASS TOTAL TRANSPORTATION RATE OF TNL ACROSSING THE
03600 0035 C INTERPHASL
U3600 0036 C NA NU1MBERS5 OF SEDIMENT COMPARTMENTS
03700 0037 C mw h0mbLpS 01' SEDImENT CompAI4TNLNTs COVLmEI) MlIi FREE WAIER
03000 0036 C PHI VOID VI4ACTIOI4
01wiJ2 0039 c Kk is t.Q94I-aJ 2. only dissolution Process is consIdered.
0JU$04 Diu40 c rK is the dissolution rat& constant

30306 0041 C is and sm are the parameters tor calculating the sulUblilty
(O~lua, 0#)42 c ta is Etr~ §slukjLity
03810 0043 -DIMENSION X100),X(I00),IT(3),3A(7)
o)Jubu 0044 COMMON/PAKA/NS,Noi,DT,TIME,PRT,TWT
o laSS 004S ~ mO D Q'L NgS1LA,ý___________________________
03860 0046 COMMON/RATE/WKO,WKP,WNH,kKV,WKB
03U70 0047 COMMUN/P YS!/NJ,ALPHATMASS,&PC,CIF,PHI,SD,SCOIJK,SETL
01102 0046 -COMMONLgOAPH4/SCA.ANGUX.UX.VX.VKXMIYNIAMA.YNA
O368o0 0049 COMM0i4,PtllS2/PM,EV,5P,VOL,PDEPTNI.60),area,depifl(60)
038bi 0050 COMMUN/CONCN/C,TSS,SSP,CSw(50),CMT(50)
AOJQH3 0051 -CHANACTEHIOIuj*L.
038M4 0052 ....DATA IT(1IWSINOLATION TIME*/
039V5 0053 ..-DATA ITj2),'DAYS*,,1T(3)/*rdx concentration, ppms/
ala86 p054 '-DATA IA/0.0.0.OA.10.1/
03W8 0055 LOGICAL TPRINT
03888 o0bb OPLN(UNII-S,1NANES'14X.DAT ,STATUSXOU0L)
J03b9o 0057 OPENUNA1ab6 dAMLa'5L.ATTATU.z:NLPvi
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29O0U 0001 suoloutille fiuxi
ý9b0u( JUU2 c mass taialster fate coetLfieent is u.135 for tnt is 15%

~1L0 ... fULLA.. _4.L.. -sassuU:Cd IhAt. mass LZ afIh&±L-ce- I±I L I jS.4).LoI).QfL.LQnlg. to.-

.luutj 0u04 C th~e tnt OcPosition percentace.
*Jul00 1ju05 common/concn/c.LsSSsp,Csw(b0),CML(5U1

4n I t 0110ft. 01

* U;1u0 0007 C0NM(iv/PhXS2/PI.E'V.5P.VUL,PVLPT1(b0) ,AKLA.Ob.YIHtSU)
30S00 0009 CUDhMUN/4'IiSS/um(50),DMASS,1P.AStS0)

3VJ20 0010 CUMMUNt/Ph1Sl/thJALPIA,ATMA55,PC,Dli ,Pril,SLo,SC0014,SLIL
3o~i2 0011 comlmon/s01u/ta
11 2 n 002 nfOfJhL1I.L L

30400 0013 DMASSzO.
S04I02 0014 It~t .1e. 7o.) go to 30o

* ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 a U*I I gLQC.n... Ult It1-~O.
J04UO 0016 1t(t .9t. 130. a~nd. t *It. 210) yo to 400
30409 0017 11(t .9t. 210.) go to 450
ljuso 00 1 300 to MYpF ii3...I
30501 O019 go to 500
30504 0020 350 temp=29i.

30504 0022 400 temPS303.
30505 0023 go to 500

3050?7 0025 500 tazsI.'10.**(v.)*exP(-t6/temP)
30509 0026 do 100 i1,flj
too; I t 002771NN,1~

30600 0020 OM(I)1k*Cmt(j )Sarea/100C.*(t051000..C)
JObJO 0029 c dm(j) Is in ug per day

__ 37VO. 00)0 --- 1Q-Q L)MA55DMASb1.M Lij1.________________________
Jui 301 031 %j1TL(6,;i00)LflAS5
3072o 0032 200 FOnH#A7(7i4 DMASSc,L12.4)

JUSUO 33 RkTukN
30900 0034 END
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4 lbUU Ovoj# SUnI.UU11hkL FLUX
iIL1)JJ.LL~. -.-- 1fi~. .SubhuUlDL -IS 1( CAL.CULA1ItL hl1)1AL- 1.AitbPLUI .u0 _______

2Uuv U 0 004 C ChL(MJCAL lhI.uuGH SEDIALN1 INI14.ACE

2)~kL 01& Ouk"ýl.%1JkJýAl.swk HS~ Or ni& o.43 psf SCiuIAnb-.%F

vwuoQ 0007 C0UP-/UN/Ctct/C.Th5.&5p,CSu(51)1.CMT~0)
4W0AU 0009 CUL (1./Ph 3J/0M(S0),0llAS5.TMAS(50)

V L,66 0010 Common/bater/n(b0)
¾29067 0011 commotj/solu/ts

2U070. 0012 .,il&.1U~kjiftl

4.0bf0 0.)1 1000 toost~(5n llul,15)
A,29101) 0014 ?i4ASSuO.

I k gf"( Qt) t JDD DO 12 -b-
26300 0016 ~ 1(1Sl±
26319 0017 C

.. 2 32uiL.0
0  

Coss t aP rrtut.A-AllakLRanntn aglabillty

do.ij0 V019 C
I.26J40 0041) LtUL/Cw(1341000.

10400 0012 ConaluC/(cSu(i)*tb)

.120800 0025 Obbexp(.tO/4.0)
289910 0026 dl.1.erf~t(s6(0*5)/2.)

29010 1)026 C

29'iuo 0029 Coss ceta in microgram per square centimeter per aasy
%9.3 0030 C _________________________________

*291L'0 01)1 oetdspfllSSp$Csb(j)*tbvlQ.f*t3J)
290b v0032 Luhs(])Zveta~tmA5(j)
294U 0013L -_____ PAUS.2XMA43 M~AS6IkI1&PLA
29400 0034 100 CON.TINUE
29bou0 0035 PETRN~

* j9.hv1 0036EN
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Aadlu UUbdm~ic1CSip-ovi5Pi~i( .b*Ci.4Ji
0059 if(c oqto bo. go to boo

J09i10 Oual gtaswCtotri-OpVl/1tSp'O~
3 i

26via u0b2 Soo IF(C .61. 0.) GU TO 700

ibVI4 O~b4 DTWDr/7.

u.b1.n.. "h -Gu-nZLJ -
2b9;(, 000 700 CONTINUL
26930 o0cM lttC lo*qtst*1000,) catasl0oo.

27Uuu U0)70 bSIaC/11UIJU.*PC
27100 0071 C SSP IN UG/G

27;iU0 0073 RETURN
27400 U074 END

PRUGRAN SECTIONS

hytes Attrlbuft~e

(I SCUL)E boo PIC CON p"L LCL. SHN LXE 1WL NUWRT LONG
I APUATA The PIC cob REL LCL Shil NUEXL RD NOviRT LONG
2 SLUCAL 52 PIC CON REL. LCL NUSIIA N0k;Xk RD WAT LONG
3 PARA 21 PIC OVP REL# G86 SHY1 MUEXE RD WRT LONG

_______ -20 PIC DVk PILL GHL SHPNAIOEXE RD %R1 LONG
b PHISI5 Jb PIC OVS ALL (;BL SHP% WULXE RID Nw! LUNG
u Pfl152 420 PIC OVR HEL. U~bl Slip NUEXE RD WRT LUN~G

I HY3 4%OA.PIC UYR REL GIIL StwN tOFXE RD0 WH! LONG
9 CL)ICN 412 PIC OVP REL GB!. SHPF NOLXE RD WR! LUNG
9 MASS 4 PIC OVPd 1411 651. SmAt NUi:XL RD wAT LUNG

10 rAIA'r- 8 PIC OVP BEL gb4i SHN h~OLXE RD WA! LONG
11 CONST I PIC OVPd REL G8lL bNA NUEXL RD PRT LUNG
12 wALLR 200 PIC OVhN HEL GblL SiiR NOL.XE RD NH!T LONG
13 %EA IH 12 PIC OVII JLL GSlL SHiP NUEXE RD- NA! LONG
14 SULU 4 PIC UVii ALL GBL SHPA NUEXE ARD NM! LUNG
15 COt.IR 12 PIC OVH ALL GeL Sum 14ULXE RLD WRT LUDNG

lotal SPace Allocated 246b

ELt141 PUINTS

- Adr"1JT in-Name

IOUUDDOOO00 COMNPS
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dJu~ ti3vv kJu1

lbiLvj uuOj . Ub1hUUlIjik 'URP.
4ýbvfj 0004 C TmiIS 5UtikUUT'INk. 1S 1U CALCUI.Alt. 21HL CLIINCLN&A~ILN 1h VI*.L wATEPiVboUO UiiUS C ANL' 0f- SUSPEk.IJDkC SULID

--dbJU 4 9 -CM U-----..C4 PAb A/h S.* N*. V1. IIML.4 FR~I. 2. ft. ___________________
Jbhuv 00u7 CUMMn/HA1t./i5KUFe~rw~hhN,im.I3%

2b900, 0o10 CUCDINýPIS3/DNIJ,WAbPAASS,tMAS#b)IonslCUS

2610v iul1 cnomMuP/CUkCN/CDISS.SbiPCS,(bU).Cmlcbu)

20110j 0013 C1OUtN/kAIL1/AWI'P,A*Kb
J012t) vu14 CfOMNON/CUNSI/AB

4b132 0018 con'mohi/~watrniioprroeverosp
k0134 U011 conft'on/solu/ta

2*140 0019 avI13v0l1UI**(3. )1tareasnj)
261b() U020 write(6,400) aVh,awlcp

4bloo 'J00J2 Se10.4)
abld2 0023 itt~ao~d~,so.) *ne. o.) go to 900

20lba 0025 tivo~a
2blbd %Ou2b awKbxviKb*2.$*(b)
2..1,Q 0 ajI f(kI_ Q 1- aak 1
2b190 0028 900 write(b,800) *wkb
2419U 00J29 800 tor~e-tbl~ a*KDz,t12,4)

2040U 0031 COMC
* J-ilu 0%J32 C

2t)430 00134 C
2044U 0035 call tluxi
2 bt4..5j__j) 6 C ____________________________

,iwibu 0037 Cos* call Ticr i5ij
;iv56 0039 C

204o0 0040 do 300 131 ,nj
2bwl. 0041 J=IeC(NS+1).1)

20bi07 0U43 lt(kk *eq. 2) tt 2mU204*08 0044 Iý(AMUUj(T,7J *NL. 0.) GU 10 300

2boilb 0046 200 ti.JmAI(20N VIýFUSIUN PAIL fHkUM1~,ft4H 15 ,E12.4)
lb4b0 0047 300 CONTIN.UE

d0bW 0049 1.i(Kk .eq. 2) tff~assmomnass
1b4'00 U0bo wRXTL(bs350)1KA6S

2o49b U052 350 FORMArT4ohl TUIA1. DIFFUSION R4ATE TIHROUGHi bOIO SUIMENT=,k.12.4)Jbboo 0053 C~20,09_0064_ _C*** iNG./L1URF,C. IN,_ IIG/LI-TE.R -______________ _____

2010 0 06)b 000 continue
20.uu67~~~~~~ _______c .dt /2 -(suhk *co ____________________
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Jqjjp oo~s t(kil .rt. 2) go to boo
- 44 .-. 5 Wt&I~t* .40 ChL~t. lb...okts.......

441-60 uv)6I ltWKPt .gt* WKP*t6,) WkPtNWKP*b.
* 24 4bo U062 AwKpmaKP+WKPt

24010 0065 200 continue
~~~~~~t .350 _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

246jo 0007 AwKPSAWKP/NJ
249UU O0bG 150 totmatti5f2e12.4)

;t~vu vu7o wrltteb,1000)nj
14920 0071 1000 tormat(Sh surtaceoIb)

Name Byte$ AttrIbutes

U SCUUL 645 PIC CUN NkLL LCL SHP4 LXE RD1 NUWPT LUNGI SPUATA 31 PIC CU'. REIL LCL SHR NULXLI RD) IdomP LUNG~ ~I~uc&I.51 PIC.~kQ~~ NU--RUL Q 4 WfcT LUNG3 PA14A 28 PIC 0914 1LL GuL Shk1 NOkLXE RU1 WR? LUNG4 phisl 36 PIC UVR RLL. GBL SHR NOEXE RD WRT LUNG% uI% - - 420 PIC 1)91 RL "'4 -N NUX. R RT LUNG6 hAILH 200 PIC (191 REJ %GbL. ShkI hULAL RD1 WRI LONG7 14AIZ1 8 pWC OvN R GbL SHP nuCLXk. AD wR7 LUioG8 CINITHL 12 0'~y~~.b .1 Qj I P -tL4UNG9 RAIL 20 PIC 0914 REL GbIL SHP NO&.XE RD WHI4 LONG
IntAl -pc Aloae 1456

kl4 't14'ý RUINTS

AdoresS Type Name

U-ovuuouoo SURF~ACE

V ANIABL

Aag~~h~~a,~ Adres~ypName
4 -OU0vOU04 14*4 ALPHA 5-00000008 R4*4 ARLA
2 mgQ9-u 0- 0 4 N*4 DELIA 2-00001 P!*4 OLLID5-00000004 14*4 69 2-00000009 1*4 1
b-OOOuuOOOO 1*4 KK 9-00000004 1*4 KL-oo c z4 M4-0 000000 1L4 N
q-Uo0oo0,oc R44 PC 4-00U0001 1*4 PHI
4-ouoOOQIC 14*4 SCOUR 4-00000018 14*4 SD

--- UVU0O00U 94*-44SUN 2-q00001 0 $4 SUMI____

AcddreSS_ Tykýamke Ares5 lype Name

7-00000004 14*4 Aw.Ib 7-00000000 H4*4 AhIKP
4-OQUUUolO 14*4 017 - 3-00000008 14*4 DI
2ý.00000004 i*4 J 2000U *
1, 00UOuOOO 104 KN 2-00000024 1*4 L3-UUUO00UO 1#4 NS 3-00000004 1*4 Nh,
5-OU-u~uou 14*4 pp .1000000f0 -
4-UVOUUU20 14*4 SLTL b-U000OO0u 14*4 SP'
3-0vu0u014 f,*41 3-0OO00I0C 1404 TIME
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41I4vu 0001

~4.UUU.-.. .. SUbtaZutine -AUXLdct-,-..

441uu Q004 C This SUbI'UUIINL 13 TU CNk.CI THL 8UHACL .hblChlb1 CUVEHRED
2,ijus 000b C hITH FREt. %ATER~
2t.31lA" 4ufl -COMM~tijPAIAi~kt&..hv.. 0Zr*i1ML. PRI4 -

424uo 0007 c(,mmut/1HS1/N.JALPHA,1KAA35PCe1,Pblk,PbleSCOUIIuSk.1b,
ajbL#0 000w CUAUN/PMtS2/PI,LV.SP,V0LF'I)LPIII1(%0)eareaeae;tIl~b0)

24547 0010 COMMUN/kATX1/AWhP,AiPKb
aabov 0011 conPs,antcofltrL/Kx,I1kr~

~o~u~di1LiiKUo Wi'.?,WKh4 LV
'Jbly ouVI C
4abib 0014 CSSl WkN0 plihb Is UF~IOD

4252h 001b JF(VOL *GT. 0.) GO TO 300
225io 0017 NJU0
434.A I0Dll - .- kk~l! b.A' MiL
22bJ2 0019 .10% i.0HPAT(1b,fr.2.4)
2253b 0020 GO 11 200
22%aI' 0021 .00..Cnflthh"l
22b00 0022 SUMS0.
2;17u() 0024 DO 100Ja.tS1

22900 0U25 NxNIPI.j)
23000 002b SUMUSUM.CDLPdI.()DLPTH(K))4AHEA*J$10.'t3.)
llufln 0Q27 li (i aJ5UI !&Ul~lq
2310u 0028 IF (VOL *GT, SUM) GO TO 110
23300) 0029 DELIANVULSUMI

- 2111~ji0 09 0 IFIDLLTA-.I6. Yal- D."I4ABVOL
-23400 0u31 DLLTtNsLELIA/(AHEAS()41 )#10.'e(-3.))
23410 0032 NJUJ
2~~jJ 1 EIJ10 _______ _________________

23bUv 0034 110 SUMISSUM
23000 0035 100 CCINUMNUE

2ibuai uuil c
23"u4 0038 C**$ whlen p.ond Is tUll

dib1o 0040 ii(vol .1e. sum) go to 120
2382u Uv41 aeltazvol-suml

~J.,J0Q04Z.~0eI t!de1 e1t/ (at e~a*j 1).±!.iL_______________
2J840 0043
23900 01044 120 COIJTINUL
24V0 uJLJ u4 C___________________________
24100 0046 C*'* DEThIIMlNE wATER UEPTH ABDVL LACH SEUIMLNT CUMPAKTMENT
2q110 0047 C

2g4130 0049 AviKP20.
14140 0050 OKPIiZKP

24400 0052 1ztj((NS+1)-L)
d44/0 u006 PDEPTH(1 ).+(LLPTH( )-Dk.PTH(m) j4DLLTU

24.111 vobtl C ADJUS11NG PHU1ULYIS1SHATL
24730, UIJub C
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144uu 0001
1 v5yvU 0002 suhiwIulJHI. VuLUMI

19100 010o4 CUPMubftP.IX/Piý,Eve5p,VDLPDL4Pf~bu) ,arOeh,Oeptfl(50)
19102 0005 commonva n~w r/b0)0) ~

1970b 0001 commen/paZt/f1senw.dtptlm~epfLrt.,tp
1970b 0000 commhon~weath/roprozoovprosp

19900 0010 C*ss CALCULAILTH Lk IOTAL. SEEPAGE DURING THE liIk. LI.TEI'VALP
20000 0011 C
'iitIKillI 0017 ?~LAA~iFAjjj hol.

M2otu Q013 r'o~p81APCA*SFI*O.S(3.v)
A0300 0014 C
jui.*&ij ati1g 5 r46 CAtCLr.AU- ¶4K TUILjJ.~pJ LRIN1ri1h r)LIELI-t Thk TtHE INTiMUAL

2vb00 0014 C
20600 0017 ROEVUEV*TAREA*10.S**L3.)
20200a o019

20000 0019 Coo* CALCULAIL IME TOTAL CIECPITATIOtl DURING INE~ TIME 1hftRIVAb

20900 0020 C
21t.10A 0021 kflkpAjlpMA.S**I-3.)
21100 0022 C
212to0 0023 C*SS INTEGRATE THE VCJLUML BALANCE EWQUATLUN
IlAofl 00'24 C

21310 0025 VOLIU'JUL
71400 002b 300 VOLxVflLI4DT*(kUPI4-hUkVRU6P)

.214"1 0027 -Ia~to.01j~l1~ t. 0,h) GD'O
21404 0029 IICDT.EQ. 1.) GO TO 200
21406 0029 DT&DT/7.
21409 0010 n0 TO 300
21409 0031 200 CONTINUL
21410 0032 c
21420 0033 Co**S .~lLUJ~~e
21430 0034 C
21440 0035 call surface
215un 001h IFjY9Lkka.Ij0
2Lboo 0037 RETURN
21700 oU36 END
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I 'uvu U000I

aI iuy UJuu
Ii~uu Uvu0j SUbktUUINL .1?dZL - ~~-*-- * .-.--

17.400 0004 C 71,16 bUbkE1U71~IN Ib TO 1141TIALIZL t1hk 8114W~iA1L1i0 S6X&TM
114vo 4J005 c~,Ohmuhic l/C,1lS. SPCsh~bUb#C1¶7tb0)

17441) 0007 ~ mrp~dsnTIf~p1Zh
1143 Du uuUU ovo~#d~~t

7twuO 0010. C#*e READ IN It4IIIAL CONCLNINI7lJUNS
171vu 0011 C
I )tuM.00.LL..... -.RJEAD 15rimi.1h.ssiL
I -vu0 0o1jj 100 JUF4HAT(10Ltl*2)
UIV0 0014 c

l1IV3Q UI1b c
119J5 0017 do 200 imi,ns

_____12i*A IRi. _ 1A01U. 5v_±C5vt11j.,CM~t1U

174 0020 200 continue
11

4
6%11 Dul 1U f~iatb.04

16000 U022 C
toluo 0023 Cos* RELAD IN INIIIAL VOLUME
t ais..O 0024 C
1840l OU25 C VUL. INw LIIEN AI4LA INd (CFb)*2
16401) 0026 Pk.AD(b,10Q) VflLARLkA
I m 1 ii 6 0112. tJmzc9¶Iaj - -

18400) 0020 *1w11Ett.110)
IV50u) 0029 110 I'OPMAT(lhI,20h IN1II1AL CuNDITIUNS

I Aflju.j [29i.-UL_______________________________
1b700 OU31 120 #URMAltbhl VULtek;12.4,)
I tbV0 Iuo3d HIdTL.'.,13U)
I HSU0 0_J. IQ__uPpkl-1 - SMPFI1U i *C WAU 0 U 2/L) 10H C§_ UG/ L)
19to00 0034 wRITE16,140) CT8S.SSP
19100 0035 140 FuPMAT(10Xv3E10.2)
I -a u...V.Q3 b -RFlIut.... ___-________________________________

19.400 0037 END
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ljbuu 005b c
IibIWO vu5q c CUiMPIýApLL lu THi. ULk bk..i~k JH Pkt '~viUUS uivL

SbouV ovol JI(DLPIth(M9)) *GI. OLPThth(NM-1))) 6U IU 130
LaNIM.1)

44200 0065 lmo-1

14400 006 12 Ntk,1)U1
i4000 00gw 13 CONTINUL
t4-)nn flfli K&Ltl

14buo 0070 40CUNTIWUE
14940 0071 c

Ioo n 11112 C*** ltWI'hj.ALPAA-..AU4j rLFTI
15100 0073
15200 0074 ALPNAs1.S'10.S**-3.)OPC*(1..PHI)IPHI

15buo UO76 300 FOId4AMHIH,29H1hPUTS UF KINIhýTIC INFURMAIIiMUN 9H1 CUMPANT-
15b00 0077 S,4X,5HPART.,9X,411 AIIWX,)NPNiUTUL..,bXD7ND11(JUL-,5A,8I1VULATL,

iSUvo 0079 $1X),bX,7HIZA710h.SX,bHbIUDEGJ
15900 0090 WR1IL~b, 12b)NS,PC,NK0,eKP*wKHWKV ,wKW

Itbivo 0082 C
102vu 00W) C*** w~R1TE DLPTH
18300 0094 c
1010l 0085 wrLte(6,500)
1b3'0 0086 500 tormat(lh1,7x,4hcomrp,2x,5hdeptn/2x,5horder,tx,1ho,Jx,2flcu)
16400 0097 no 170 Ku1.Ns
1b5u00 Ou88 WRITU6Ib.b0)K,N(K),DEPTh(n(K)I

ýIbt)OO 0099 160 ltMOlt(215#0lo.2)
tInou 0090 N7.rj.~UF
1bbo0 0091 RETUPH
109u0 0092 END
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va U711u- .- 1uid J.. ikt1s suo~wUIlL IS10 lu V~tlbL SIMUALKLIUU a2ALL~__

UJaQot vO~b C04MNkI'1PAL/0Y,wP,hKt.UbvVSPJ1

UV1OO 11000 Cfl)M0N/Ph4$WP2I,.V,liP,VOL,PUEPN1H0S),4red,Oe@th(SUI

-CULmh/JIAL±L; AIKP. Akb________ ____________

OVIJO 0Oulu eommon/soiuI/rk~sm,ts
UV14fj 01121 coImaon/c~ntf1/kkkb~iLft

t)94uu 110.; C*** I1&AU T1¶LL INF0HM4AT1Uk
09b110 OU14 C

_____0 , (I a1j0 5~ ------ k AMfL5.-VU I IJ
0ipblu 0016 writetb,9113 title
O97oO 01017 90 FOPMA1(9AIO)

u~gu4, 00191 C~sS PLAV P.UN COMIRUL. DATA
201111 0020 c

___I f, I n .ý oil .L DS.£LJ..hA.DPt.....K
1041V10 0022 100 forw.at11%.4tS.1,3IS)
10210 01123 arito(6,1110) ns~tim.,dt.prt.wt

IuQ 00125 Cos" READ Ih SLTILING AND BC0Uk1Ný kATL
I Ob011 01126 C
1-110 0027 AvIJIs 1501 AEtL.scauA ______

1071111 002V ISO FURMAT(2L211.31
101600 0029 C

.........JiMLL 90.V10 Coo* -- READ 1I &XSTEM PARAMETERS

£11111 01032 HEAO(5,2vu1)PC,phi~dlt,5V,w,,.~fKP,SPh~nKwV,hbb

112010 0034 200 FOPMAIM01.4)
11;910 0035 AwKS*.Kb
1 J90 0019 -C __________

124QV1 V0137 C'S. RkALAU IN VLPTH DATA
11500 Quiv C

111110 0040 490 SICAUIS,4011) DEPTNCJ)
1180O 0041 400 FURNATM012.4)

1211111 0014) C800 ARdANGE CUMPAI&INk.PIS 10 ACCUR&IAICL .2IN ULFIN
Igloo1 00144 C

123110 904b hCIK)U1
12400 0047 h(K42132

1,50099D 410 1Lq J_______________________________
140111 01149 C
247011 0050 C COMPAE4LD TO TME PREVIUUS DKPTm

AI i2bob 002 C
12900 0052 450 MFDEPTH(1) GCT. 11iP?Htb(k))) G0 TO 120

131100 0053 LahiK)

233'1u 01156 042F
-A"OO 057 240 jUNm .EQ. 1) cu 711 130
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usuvs U115 1FtA&!UU(1.7.) hNI.. u.) t.U Iu ItIQ

O-ue 0.U4Q UIIN C

ouU#7( YM2 two CONTlINUE

OWIUO 012 oSi: $x,2hCm..12.4)

06233 0130 FROGaO.
Ou~Ji0131Do 10 ;.1,100

Svg900 t( IIU L .2.) FNUGNJIV._0.Q.B..1

oj 0130 11511-P1 ((1,C1,1,

OV251 0137 CAL

MotW 0137 C

0b2W1 0140 CALL GA~4t)Uh110,.0,.1( .A1)
AI~i m ld IV QAALL _________________________________

06300 0142 stop
08400 0143 END

%7,
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v4iuO 'Jojb' C
- Us4vu .uub0 C ALL INUT i~1 ___

v4 0J U0, O4 C

U4lU(I Q t,5 C046 CALL FU1' INITIAL C~hCLthrbA1iOk~i

11411

0 1ju V V0 0 100 tT*.DT
as I o OLJ77 it (1 -0 .IMft Gil 'I" It In_______

052vu 00)73 72xT*.00U0V000
O5soO 04)74 1pPINTS,~AL3L.

ut~vl 04)79 IF(T MEd. 1. *AND. AMUDM!,ol) *GT. Q4)V4)013£) G14 160
UOt.Qg ouso REAU(0.1tU) Et,bP,PP
U611I0 OU82 IN OcJj,..4

00bai )45 c determination at sepUrlng and settlingO

0SO Voss kATIO8PR6ARLrASW5/VUL*I0.*6(.3.)

UtJWS-Q.21 SCRLUIhAIjL'-_.1)'6&?LU

Ot90 04)69s 160 COhs1ihUL
a7UUtj4 0090 C'
07lo0 0091 Co** CALL FOP VOLUME
07100 0092 CALL VOLUME

0714 O9 cheCK to Sfe the pond Is dried out of not?

ula2O 0097WRIIL(6,350)1
u1~jo4 iU96 iso fORMA1(2bh 1HL POND 13 DRILD (iUl AT ,F5.I,bH DA16)

v* tJ2bu VIVO j300 COIIINUE
o~jut, 0101 C

- 0 241UL01
0 2  

Coof CALL FOP CUPLj~p.
4)7buQ 0103 C
otb4) 0 1V)4 CALL CuMPS

.1vvv 07Ati 106 '* PRINT 4)4)1 1341 51q4LAT10k ALSULTS
-01900 0)107 C

-- ALJ.L vJ I Q-8 If iyo .it-q-LAp t 0
U19jo 0109 *fIt@1b,J00O)

UV 13v 0110 200 toroatC22h tne ponld is dried out)

4)I95t 4)i14 21U continue

O/vb5 0MIt(prt *0q. 1.) tprlnts.ttue.
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